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��� Synopsis

High�energy e�e� colliders have been essential instruments to search for the funda�
mental constituents of matter and their interactions� Merged with the experimental
observations at hadron accelerators� a coherent picture of the structure of matter has
evolved� that is adequately described by the Standard Model� The matter particles�
leptons and quarks� can be classi�ed in three families with identical symmetries� The
electroweak and strong forces are described by gauge �eld theories� based on the sym�
metry group SU���C � SU�
�L � U���Y ��� 
�� The third component of the Standard
Model� still hypothetical� is the Higgs mechanism ��� through which the masses of the
fundamental fermions and gauge bosons are generated�

The Standard Model has been tremendously successful in predicting the properties
of new particles and the structure of the basic interactions� In many of its facets it has
been tested at an accuracy signi�cantly better than � percent� The Higgs mechanism
however has not been established experimentally so far�

Despite the success in describing leptons� quarks and their interactions� the Stan�
dard Model cannot be considered as the ultima ratio of Nature� Neither the fundamen�
tal parameters� masses and couplings� nor the symmetry pattern are accounted for�
these elements are merely built into the model� Moreover� gravity� with a nature quite
di�erent from the electroweak and strong forces� is not incorporated in the theory�

First steps which could lead us to solutions of these problems are associated with
the uni�cation of the electroweak and strong interactions ���� and with a possible su�
persymmetric extension of the model ���� Supersymmetry provides a bridge from the
presently explored energy scales to the scale of grand uni�ed theories� which is close
to the Planck scale where gravity becomes important� No such path is known� at the
present time� for alternative compositeness scenarios which may include several new
layers of matter between the low energy scale and the Planck scale�

Two strategies can be followed in future experiments to explore the area beyond
the Standard Model and to reveal the signals of new physical phenomena� First� the
properties of the particles and forces in the Standard Model may be a�ected by new
energy scales� Precision studies of the top quark and the electroweak gauge bosons can
thus reveal clues to the physics beyond the Standard Model� Second� if the machine
energies are high enough to cross the relevant thresholds� new phenomena can be
searched for directly and studied thoroughly� This is of course the prime raison d��etre
for any new accelerator� While the presently operating collider facilities� the e�e�

collider LEP
� the ep collider HERA and the pp collider Tevatron� cover the energy
range up to a scale of 
�� to ��� GeV� the pp collider LHC and e�e� linear colliders
will enable us to explore the energy range up to the TeV scale�
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On the basis of this dual approach� a variety of fundamental problems can be
investigated that are so far unresolved within the Standard Model� and that demand
experiments at energies beyond the range of the existing accelerators�

�i� The mass of the top quark is much larger than the masses of all the other quarks
and leptons� and even of the electroweak gauge bosons� Understanding the r�ole of this
particle in Nature is therefore a key element of future experiments� The experimental
analysis of the tt threshold region in e�e� collisions will allow the measurement of the
top quark mass to an accuracy less than 
�� MeV� improving the accuracy of about

 GeV at the LHC signi�cantly� This is a highly desirable goal since future theories of
�avor dynamics should provide relations among the lepton masses� quark masses and
mixing angles in which the heavy top quark is expected to play a key role� In addition�
stringent tests of the electroweak sector in the Standard Model can be carried out at
the quantum level when the top mass is known accurately� Analyses of the ���Zt�t�
production vertices and of the �tbW � decay vertex will determine the magnetic dipole
moments of the top quark and the chirality of the decay current� Bounds on the CP
violating electric dipole moments of the t quark can be set in a similar way�

�ii� The experimental study of the dynamics of the electroweak gauge bosons is an
equally important task at high energy e�e� colliders� The form and the strength of the
triple and quartic couplings of these particles are uniquely prescribed by the non�abelian
gauge symmetry of the Standard Model� The triple gauge boson couplings de�ne
the electroweak charges� the magnetic dipole moments and the electric quadrupole
moments of the W� bosons� Any small deviation from the values of these parameters
predicted in the Standard Model� will destroy the unitarity cancelations of the gauge
theories� Their e�ect will therefore be magni�ed by increasing the energy� and the
bounds will tighten considerably with rising energy�

�iii� While the LHC can cover the canonical mass range� e�e� colliders with an
energy between ��� and ��� GeV are ideal instruments to search for Higgs particles
throughout the mass range characterized by the scale of electroweak symmetry break�
ing� The mass of the Higgs particle is not determined by existing theory� but the
intermediate mass range below � 
�� GeV is theoretically a most attractive region for
Higgs masses� In this scenario� Higgs particles remain weakly interacting up to the scale
of grand uni�cation� thus providing a path for the renormalization of the electroweak
mixing angle sin� �w from the symmetry value �� in grand uni�ed theories down to
� ��
 which is close to the experimentally observed value ��
�� Once the Higgs particle
is found� its properties can be studied thoroughly� i�e� the external quantum numbers
J PC and the Higgs couplings� including the self�couplings of the particle� These are
fundamental tests to establish the nature of the Higgs mechanism experimentally�

Even though many aspects of the Standard Model are experimentally supported to
a very high accuracy� the embedding of the model into a more comprehensive theory is
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to be expected� The argument is based on the mechanism of the electroweak symmetry
breaking� If the Higgs boson is light� the Standard Model can naturally be embedded
in a grand uni�ed theory� The large gap which exists between the low electroweak
scale and the high grand uni�cation scale in this scenario� can be stabilized by super�
symmetry� If the Higgs boson is very heavy� or if no fundamental Higgs boson exists�
new strong interactions between the massive electroweak gauge bosons are predicted by
unitarity at the TeV scale� Thus� the next generation of accelerators which will operate
in the TeV energy range� can uncover the structure of physics beyond the Standard
Model�

The following two disgruent theories are the opposite endpoints in the arch of
possible physics scenarios� They will be considered in detail�

�i� The electroweak and strong forces are traced back to a common origin in Grand
Uni�ed Theories� This idea can be realized in various scenarios some of which predict
new vector bosons and a plethora of new fermions� The mass scales of these novel
particles could be as low as a few hundred GeV�

Intimately related to the grand uni�cation of the gauge symmetries is Supersym�
metry� This symmetry uni�es matter and forces by pairing the associated fermionic
and bosonic particles in multiplets� Several arguments strongly support the hypothesis
that this symmetry is realized in Nature� �a� As argued before� supersymmetry stabi�
lizes light masses of Higgs particles in the context of high energy scales as realized in
grand uni�ed theories� �b� The Higgs mechanism itself can be generated in supersym�
metric theories as a quantum e�ect� The breaking of the electroweak gauge symmetry
SU�
�L � U���Y can be induced radiatively while leaving the electromagnetic gauge
symmetry U���EM and the color gauge symmetry SU���C unbroken for a top quark
mass between ��� and 
�� GeV� �c� This symmetry concept is strongly supported by
the successful prediction of the electroweak mixing angle in the minimal version of the
theory� The particle spectrum in this theory drives the evolution of the electroweak
mixing angle from the GUT value �� down to sin� �w � ��
��� � ������� this pre�
diction coincides with the experimentally measured value sin� �expw � ��
��� � �������
within the theoretical uncertainty of less than 
 per mille�

A spectrum of several neutral and charged Higgs bosons is predicted in supersym�
metric theories� In nearly all scenarios� the mass of the lightest Higgs boson is less than
� ��� GeV while the heavy Higgs particles have masses of the order of the electroweak
symmetry breaking scale� Many other novel particles are predicted in supersymmetric
theories� The scalar partners of the leptons could have masses in the range of � 
��
GeV whereas squarks are expected to be considerably heavier� The lightest supersym�
metric states are likely to be non�colored gaugino�higgsino states with masses possibly
in the ��� GeV range� Searching for these supersymmetric particles will be one of the
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most important tasks at the LHC and at future e�e� colliders� Moreover� the high
accuracy which can be achieved in measurements of masses and couplings� will allow
the reconstruction of the key elements of the underlying grand uni�ed theories� which
may be generated within the supersymmetric extension of gravity�

�ii� In the alternative scenario of heavy or no fundamental Higgs bosons� strong
interactions between electroweak bosons would be observed in the elastic scattering of
these particles at TeV energies� New resonances would be formed� the properties of
which would uncover the nature of the underlying microscopic interactions�

Not only would the properties and interactions of the electroweak bosons be a�ected
but also those of the fundamental fermions� leptons and quarks in such a scenario� In
the most dramatic departure from the Standard Model� these particles would be built
up by new subconstituents corresponding to a new layer in the structure of matter�
This alternative scenario would manifest itself in non�zero radii of quarks and leptons
and the existence of novel bound states such as leptoquarks ����

While new vector bosons and particles carrying color quantum numbers can be
searched for very e ciently at the hadron collider LHC� e�e� colliders provide in
many ways unique opportunities to discover and explore the non�colored particles�
This is most obvious in supersymmetric theories� Combining LEP
 analyses with
future searches at the LHC� the individual light and heavy Higgs bosons can be found
only in part of the supersymmetry parameter space� even if all channels are combined�
the coverage of the entire parameter space is guaranteed only if non�supersymmetric
decay modes of the Higgs bosons prevail� Squarks and gluinos can be searched for very
e ciently at the LHC� Yet� the detailed experimental study of their properties is very
di cult at this machine� Likewise� cascade decays proceeding in several steps� will
allow the search for other� non�colored supersymmetric particles� yet a general model�
independent analysis of gauginos�higgsinos and scalar sleptons can only be carried out
at e�e� colliders with well�de�ned kinematics at the level of the individual subprocesses�
They will allow to perform high�precision studies which are impossible or very di cult
to carry out at hadron colliders� Only the detailed knowledge of all the properties of the
colored and non�colored supersymmetric states� gathered both at the LHC and e�e�

experiments� will �nally enable us to reveal the structure of the underlying theory�

The physics programme of e�e� linear colliders ������ summarized brie�y in Ta�
ble ���� is in many aspects complementary to the programme of the proton collider
LHC� The properties of the top quark� the electroweak gauge bosons� the Higgs parti�
cles� the supersymmetric or other novel particles can be explored with high accuracy
in a universal way� independent of favorable circumstances� These analyses will enable
us to cover the energy range above the existing machines up to the TeV region in a
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conclusive form� This will provide essential information for elucidating the structure
of matter at a much more basic level than accessible today � in particular� if grand
uni�ed theories are true� we will gain insight into the most fundamental levels of all�

THE ENERGY�PHYSICS MATRIX

Top Gauge Bosons Higgs SUSY Compositeness

LC��� mass W mass intermediate light Higgs�pro�le radii of

decays sin� �w Higgs�pro�le light 	��	l particles


LC��� static elw� self�couplings intermediate light Higgs�pro�le excited

parameters new bosons�fermions Higgs�pro�le light 	��	l states


LC��� stat� param� self�couplgs� re�ned heavy Higgs� heavy Higgs� 	��	l novel

re�ned new bosons�fermions pro�le light 	t�	b particles�

LC���� stat� param� new bosons�fermions heavy Higgs spectrum in toto� leptoquarks

re�ned strong WW interact� Higgs potential H� 	��	l� 	q� 	g dileptons etc�

Table ���� The physics spectrum that can be explored in experiments at e�e� linear
colliders with energies extending from LEP up to � TeV�

The discussion in this report will focus on the physics with e�e� colliders in the
�rst phase� corresponding to center�of�mass energies above LEP
 up to

p
s � ���

GeV� it will be assumed that the energy will be upgraded adiabatically up to about
�� GeV�Where necessary� we will refer to the second high�energy phase of the machine�
anticipating an energy of about ��� TeV� To cover some physical scenarios it is necessary
to extend the energy of the two phases up to � and 
 TeV� respectively� The integrated
luminosity for energies at and below ��� GeV will in general be taken as

R L � �� fb��
corresponding to operating the machine at these energies over � to 
 years� Above ���
GeV� the required integrated luminosity will be assumed to increase with the square
of the c�m� energy� This implies about

R L � �
� fb� at �� GeV and ��� fb� at
��� TeV�

The polarization of the electron and positron beams is a powerful tool in e�e� col�
liders� At a technical level� the polarization of the beams can be used to enhance signals
and to suppress backgrounds� quite often� polarized electron beams are su cient for
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this purpose� At a deeper level� the polarization is of great advantage in performing the
microscopic diagnosis of the properties of the fundamental particles� their interactions
and the underlying symmetry concepts�

For some speci�c problems� operating linear colliders in the e�e� and the e� or ��
satellite modes will be very useful� The high energy photons can be generated by Comp�
ton back�scattering of laser light on the high energy electron �and positron� bunches
of the collider� The luminosities in these modes will be slightly reduced compared
with the e�e� collisions� in contrast to electron and positron bunches� electron�photon
and photon�photon bunches do not attract each other while electron�electron bunches
even repel each other� Longitudinal and transverse photon polarizations can be gen�
erated in Compton colliders by choosing the appropriate polarizations of the initial
electron�positron and laser � beams�

The problems which can be tackled in the e�e� ���� and the � ���� collider modes of
the machine� will be addressed in the appropriate physics context� Initial states with
exotic lepton quantum numbers are generated in e�e� collisions� which are the proper
basis for studies of dilepton states� doubly charged Higgs bosons and other particles� in
particular Majorana neutrinos� e� and �� collisions provide one of the most complex
test grounds for QCD at high energies� Moreover� important aspects of Higgs physics
and other areas in the electroweak sector can only be studied in �� collisions�

��� Basic Standard Processes

The study of Standard Model processes at high energy colliders serves several purposes�
On the one hand� high�precision analyses of these classical processes can be exploited
to determine the properties of the particles in the Standard Model very accurately�
and to detect or set limits on anomalous properties� such as anomalous multipole
moments or potentially non�pointlike structures of the particles� On the other hand�
Standard Model reactions are often unwanted background processes� which mask novel
reactions predicted in the physical scenarios beyond the Standard Model and which
should therefore be suppressed as much as possible�

a� Rates of the Basic Standard Processes

The theoretical basis of the standard processes is familiar from low�energy e�e�

collider experiments and will not be described in detail here�

The total cross sections are shown in Fig����a for fermion pair production in e�e�

annihilation� e�e� � f �f � These processes are mediated by s�channel � and Z ex�
changes� except for the Bhabha process which can also be generated by t�channel �
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Figure ���� �a	 The basic processes of the Standard Model� e�e� annihilation to pairs
of fermions and gauge bosons� The cross sections are given for polar angles between
��� � � � ���� in the �nal state� �b	 Elastic
inelastic Compton scattering and ��
reactions�

p
s is the invariant e� and �� energy� The polar angle of the �nal state

particles is restricted as in �a	� in addition� the invariant ���� and qq masses in the
inelastic Compton processes are restricted to Minv 	 �� GeV�
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and Z exchanges� A cut in the polar angle of the observed electrons and positrons in
the �nal state� ��� � � � ���� corresponding to j cos � j� ����� has been introduced
to remove the Rutherford pole� the size of the cut is slightly larger than the masks
for the detector around the beam pipe� The magnitude of the cross sections� apart
from the Bhabha process� varies typically between ��� and  pb at an energy of

p
s

� ��� GeV� corresponding to 
���� to ������ events for an integrated luminosity ofR L � �� fb�� The cross section for M!ller scattering follows closely the Bhabha cross
section� �Program� CompHEP Ref���
���

The cross sections for e�e� annihilation to pairs of gauge bosons� e�e�� ��� Z�� ZZ
and W�W�� are presented in the same �gure� Since the angular distributions peak
strongly in the forward�backward directions� the same cut in the polar angle has been
adopted as for Bhabha events� The size of the cross sections is similar to that for the
fermionic annihilation cross sections�

The corresponding cross sections for initial state photons and mixed electron�photon
states are collected in Fig����b� e� � e�� eZ� ef �f and �� � WW�f �f � �The cross
sections of the e� and �� processes are shown for the invariant e� and �� energy

p
s� the

results for the cross sections after folding with the Weizs�acker�Williams and Compton
back�scattering spectra are discussed later�� The same polar�angle cut has been applied
as before� Moreover� the difermion invariant masses in the inelastic Compton processes
have been restricted to M �f �f � 	 �� GeV� Though still of similar overall size� the cross
sections are in general slightly smaller than the annihilation cross sections for the cuts
applied in the present analysis�

b� Polarization of Electron and Positron Beams

The polarization of the electron and positron beams gives a very e�ective means
to control the e�ect of the Standard Model processes on the experimental analyses�
By choosing the polarizations appropriately� di�erent mechanisms which build up the
Standard Model processes� can be switched on and o� so that the rates of the various
backgrounds can be studied and eventually much reduced� This is best�known for W
pair production in e�e� annihilation� where the cross section for right�handed electrons
is much smaller than the cross section for left�handed electrons�

Beam polarization is also an indispensable tool for the identi�cation and study of
new particles and their interactions� In some cases� the event rates can be increased
considerably by choosing the most suitable beam polarization for a speci�c reaction�
for example� the cross section for Higgs production in WW fusion increases by a fac�
tor � if the electron and positron beams are polarized� In others� the observation of
polarization phenomena can add qualitatively new information on the basic properties
of particles and interactions� a well�known example in this context is the analysis of
mixed gaugino�higgsino and L�R sfermion states in supersymmetric theories�
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Figure ��
� The eect of beam polarization on the cross section for the production of
W�W� pairs� U denotes unpolarized electron and positron beams� R��� denotes ���
right�handedly polarized electron beams� and L��� denotes ��� left�handedly polarized
positron beams�

In practice� the degree of polarization of electron beams is expected to be approxi�
mately �"� Polarized positron beams are more di cult to generate� with a degree of
polarization presumably in the range of ��" to ��"�

A few typical examples of Standard Model processes should illustrate the impact
of beam polarizations on the analysis�

Fermion pair production e�e� � f �f � The dynamical impact of beam polarization on
fermion�pair production through the annihilation channel is very modest� The polar�
ization of the electron determines the polarization of the positron to be opposite in
the annihilation process since gauge �elds couple chirally �ipped particles and antipar�
ticles� Moreover� since the photon couplings are left�right symmetric� as well as the
Z couplings for electrons�positrons in the axial limit sin� �w � ���� the polarization
does not have a dynamical impact on the total cross sections� but only the statistical
weight a�ects the cross sections� If 
p is the annihilation cross section for both beams
polarized� the cross section for polarized electrons�unpolarized positrons and for both
beams unpolarized are both given approximately by 

�
p�

W pair production e�e� � W�W�� This process is mediated by t�channel �e ex�
change� and s�channel � and Z exchanges� A large fraction of the events is gen�
erated in the forward direction by the t�channel �e�exchange mechanism� Choosing
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right�handedly polarized electrons� this mechanism is switched o�� �Additional left�
handed polarization of the positrons is statistically helpful but dynamically not re�
quired�� Moreover� the s�channel exchange diagrams are switched o� at high energies
for right�handedly polarized electrons� they do not couple to the W � component of the
gauge �elds in the intermediate state which is projected out by the charged W #s in
the �nal state� The impact of the beam polarization on the di�erential cross section
is demonstrated in Fig���
 where the cross sections for �partially� polarized beams are
compared with the unpolarized cross section�

Single W production� W bosons are generated singly in the reactions e�e� � e��eW
�

and e�e�� �ee
�W�� These reactions are almost exclusively generated by Weizs�acker�

Williams photons e � e� and the subsequent processes �e� � W��e and e�� �
�eW

�� The electron and positron beams both must be polarized in the right�left state
to suppress this background reaction� This is one of the few cases where the suppression
of a possible background requires the polarization of both beams�

c� Photon Beams

Intense high�energy photon beams can be generated by back�scattering of laser
light o� the incoming electrons and positron ����� A large fraction of the energy can be
transferred from the leptons to the photons in this con�guration� The photon spectrum
is rather broad however for unpolarized lepton and laser beams� The monochromaticity
can be improved signi�cantly if the incoming leptons and laser photons have opposite
helicities� PeP� � ��� the energy spectrum is given by�

P �y� �
�

� � y
$ � � y � �r�� � r�� 
PeP�x�r�
r � ���
 � y� �����

The fraction of energy transferred from the lepton to the �nal�state photon is denoted
by y and r � y����� y�x��� the maximum value of y follows from y � x���� $ x�� with
x� � �E���m

�
e� By tuning the frequency �� of the laser� the parameter x� must be

chosen less than ��� to suppress kinematically the copious e�e� pair production in
the collision between the primary laser and the secondary high�energy photons�

The high�energy photon spectrum is shown for di�erent helicities in Fig�����left��
The resulting �� luminosity for the favorable case of opposite initial�state helicities
���� is shown in Fig�����right�� A clear� nearly mono�energetic maximum of the ��
luminosity is obtained� which is close to the maximum possible �� invariant mass� the
monochromaticity can be sharpened geometrically by choosing non�zero conversion
distances from the �� collision points�
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Figure ���� Left� The � energy spectrum in Compton back�scattering of laser light
for three values of initial laser and electron beam helicities ����� Right� The distribu�
tion of the �� invariant mass in Compton back�scattering of laser light with opposite
laser
electron helicities� The dashed curves demonstrate how the monochromaticity can
be sharpened by separating the conversion from the collision point� c�f� Ref������

c�m� Energy Cross Section 
�pb� Cross Section 
�pb�

p
see �� � e� �

���� u�u W�W� �eW eZ e���� eu�u

WWR ��� GeV 
�� ��� ��
 
�� ��� ��� ��


�� GeV ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ���

CBS ��� GeV �� 
� �� 
 �� ��� ���

�� GeV �� �� �� �
 ��� ��� ���

Table ��
� Cross sections of typical SM processes in �� and e� collisions with the
� beams generated by Weizs�acker�Williams radiation �WWR	 and Compton back�
scattering of laser light with the frequency parameter x� � ��� �CBS	� The cross
sections are given for polar angles of the visible particles between ��� � � � ���� in the
�nal state� in addition� the invariant ���� and qq masses are restricted to Minv 	 ��
GeV�
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High�energy e� and �� collisions can be applied to investigate problems in many
areas of particle physics� Outstanding examples are the production of Higgs bosons in
�� collisions to measure the �� widths� the production of W�W� pairs to determine
the static magnetic and electric multipole moments of the W bosons� and the photon
structure functions and parton densities which provide deep insight into the structure of
QCD� The cross sections for typical processes in the Standard Model are exempli�ed in
Table ��
 for two cases� with the � beams generated by Weizs�acker�Williams radiation
and with the Compton � spectrum generated in unpolarized electron and laser beams�

��� Top Quark Physics

Top quarks are the heaviest matter particles in the ��family Standard Model� In�
troduced to incorporate CP violation ����� indirect evidence for the top quark had
been accumulated quite early� After the isospin of the left�handed b quarks was mea�
sured to be I��bL� � ���
� derived from the Z � b�b width and the forward�backward
asymmetry of b jets in e�e� annihilation� it was manifest that the symmetry pattern
of the Standard Model required the existence of the top quark ����� The top mass
enters quadratically through radiative corrections ���� into the expression for the 
parameter� the relative strength between weak neutral and charged current processes�
The high�precision measurements of the electroweak observables� in particular at the
e�e� colliders LEP� and SLC� could be exploited to determine the top mass ����
mt � ��� � 
� GeV� This prediction has recently been con�rmed by the direct obser�
vation of top quarks at the Tevatron ���� with a mass of mt � ��� � � GeV� which is
in striking agreement with the earlier electroweak analysis�

The large mass renders the top quark a very interesting object� the properties of
which should be studied with high precision� Being the leading particle in the fermion
spectrum of the Standard Model� it likely plays a key role in any theory of �avor
dynamics� Moreover� due to the large mass� its properties are most strongly a�ected
by Higgs particles and nearby new physics scales� High�precision measurements of the
properties of top quarks are therefore mandatory at any future collider�

Since the lifetime of the t quark is much shorter than the time scale %�QCD of
the strong interactions� the impact of non�perturbative e�ects on the production and
decay of top quarks can be neglected to a high level of accuracy �
��� The short lifetime
provides a cut�o� k 	

p

mt&t for any soft non�perturbative and infrared perturbative

interactions� The t quark sector can therefore be analyzed within perturbative QCD�
Unlike light quarks� the properties of t quarks are re�ected directly in the distributions
of the decay jets and W bosons� and they are not a�ected by the obscuring con�nement
and fragmentation e�ects�
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e�e� colliders are the most suitable instruments to study the properties of top
quarks� Operating the machine at the t�t threshold� the mass of the top quark can be
determined with an accuracy that is an order of magnitude superior to measurements
at hadron colliders� The static properties of top quarks� magnetic and electric dipole
moments� can be measured very accurately in continuum top�pair production at high
collider energies� Likewise� the chirality of the charged top�bottom current can be
measured accurately in the decay of the top quark� In extensions of the Standard
Model� supersymmetric extensions for example� top decays into novel particles� charged
Higgs bosons and�or stop�sbottom particles� may be observed�

����� The Pro�le of the Top Quark� Decay

a� The Dominant SM Decay

With the top mass established as larger than the W mass� the channel

t� b$W�

is the dominant decay mode� not only in the Standard Model but also in extended
scenarios� The top quark width grows rapidly to � ��� GeV in the mass rangemt � ���
GeV �
���

&�t� b$W�� �
GFm

�
t


p

�

�
�� m�

W

m�
t

�� �
� $ 


m�
W

m�
t

�
���
�

approximately given by &t � ��� MeV � �mt�MW ��� A large fraction� pL � m�
t��m

�
t $


m�
W � 	 ���� of the decay W bosons are longitudinally polarized� The rapid variation

of &t� proportional to the third power of mt� is expected from the equivalence theorem
of electroweak symmetry breaking in which the longitudinalW component� dominating
for large t masses� can be identi�ed with the charged Goldstone boson� the coupling of
which grows with the t mass� The width of the top quark is known to one�loop QCD
and electroweak corrections �
��� The QCD corrections are about ���" for large top
masses� the electroweak corrections turn out to be small� 	 $
" for a Higgs mass of
� ��� GeV�

The direct measurement of the top quark width is di cult� The most promising
method appears to be provided by the analysis of the forward�backward asymmetry
of t quarks near the e�e� production threshold� This asymmetry is generated by the
overlap of parity�even S� and parity�odd P�wave production channels� it is therefore
sensitive to the width &t� Including the other threshold observables� cross section and
momentumdistributions� a precision of �� to 
�" can be expected for the measurement
of &t in total �

��
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Chirality of the �tb� decay current� The precise determination of the weak isospin
quantum numbers does not allow for large deviations of the �tb� decay current from the
left�handed prescription in the Standard Model� Nevertheless� since V$A admixtures
may grow with the masses of the quarks involved �� p

mt�M� through mixing with
heavy mirror quarks of mass M�� for instance�� it is necessary to check the chirality of
the decay current directly� The l� energy distribution in the semileptonic decay chain
t� W� � l� depends on the chirality of the current� for V�A couplings it is given by
dN�dxl � x�l ��� xl�� Any deviation from the standard V�A current would sti�en the
spectrum� and it would lead to a non�zero value at the upper end�point of the energy
distribution� in particular� A sensitivity of �" to possible V$A admixtures can be
reached experimentally �see Ref��
���� The sensitivity can be improved by analyzing
the decays of polarized top quarks which can be generated in collisions of longitudinally
polarized electrons with un�polarized positrons�

b� Non�Standard Top Decays

Such decays could occur� for example� in supersymmetric extensions of the Standard
Model� top decays into charged Higgs bosons and�or top decays to stop particles and
neutralinos or sbottom particles and charginos�

t � b$H�

t � 't$ '�� and 'b$ '��

If kinematically allowed� branching ratios for these decay modes could be as large as
��"� given the present constraints on supersymmetric parameters� Fig���� �
��� If LEP

fails to discover supersymmetric particles� stop decays would become very unlikely
while charged Higgs decays might still be frequent� The signatures for both decay
modes are very clear and they are easy to detect experimentally �
��� Charged Higgs
decays manifest themselves through chargino$neutralino decays� and � decays with
rates which are di�erent from the universalW decay rates in the Standard Model� thus
breaking � vs� e� � universality� Final�state neutralinos� as the lightest supersymmetric
particles� escape undetected in stop decays so that a large amount of missing energy
would be observed in these decay modes�

Besides breaking the V�A law for the chirality of the t� bW decay current� mixing
of the top quark with other heavy quarks breaks the GIM mechanism if the new quark
species do not belong to the standard doublet�singlet assignments of isospin multiplets�
As a result� FCNC �tc� couplings of order

p
mtmc�M�

� can be induced� FCNC t quark
decays� for example t� c� or cZ� may therefore occur at the level of a few per mille�
down to this level they can be detected experimentally �
���
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Figure ���� Left� Branching ratio of top decays to charged Higgs bosons� in supersym�
metric theories� Shown is also the range of charged Higgs masses as a function of the
coupling tan � that can be detected experimentally for a given luminosity of ��� ��� and
�� fb�� Refs����� ���� Right� The decay of top quarks to stop particles and the lightest
neutralino in supersymmetric theories� The lower plots present the energy distributions
in the two event hemispheres for SM decays and SUSY decays which are characterized
by missing energy due to escaping neutralinos� Refs����� ����
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����� Continuum Production� Static t Parameters

The main production mechanism for top quarks in e�e� collisions is the annihilation
channel �
��

e�e�
��Z�� tt

As shown in Fig����� the cross section


�e�e� � t�t� � � ����

�

V V $ ��
AA �����


V V �
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e�ee
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�vf � af being the Z charges� and � the velocity of the t quarks� is of the order of � pb so
that top quarks will be produced at large rates in a clean environment at e�e� linear
colliders� about ������ pairs for an integrated luminosity of

R L � �� fb��
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Figure ���� The cross section for the production of top�quark pairs in the continuum
as a function of the total energy for three representative values of the top mass�

Since production and decay are not a�ected by the non�perturbative e�ects of
hadronization� the helicities of the top quarks can be determined from the distribution
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of the jets and leptons in the decay chain t� b$W� � b$f �f �� The form factors of the
top quark �
� in the electromagnetic and the weak neutral currents� the Pauli�Dirac
form factors F ��Z

 and F ��Z
� � the axial form factor FZ

A and the CP violating form factors
D��Z

A � can therefore be measured very accurately� The form factors F ��Z
 and FZ

A are
normalized to unity �modulo radiative corrections� and F ��Z

� and D��Z
A vanish in the

Standard Model� Anomalous values� in particular of the static magnetic� and electric�
type dipole moments� could be a consequence of electroweak symmetry breaking in
non�standard scenarios or of composite quark structures� Deviations from the values
of the static parameters in the Standard Model have coe cients in the production cross
section which grow with the c�m� energy�

Among the static parameters of the top quark which can be determined only at
e�e� linear colliders� the following examples are of particular interest�

Z charges of the top quark� The form factors FZ
 � F

Z
A � or likewise the vectorial and

axial Z charges of the top quark� vt � $�� �
� sin

� �w and at � $�� can be determined
from the t�t production cross section �
��� Moreover� the production of top quarks near
the threshold with longitudinally polarized beams leads to a sample of highly polarized
quarks� The small admixture of transverse and normal polarization induced by S�
wave�P�wave interference� is extremely sensitive to the axial Z charge at of the top
quark �����

Magnetic dipole moments of the top quark� If the electrons in the annihilation process

e�e� � tt are left�handedly polarized� the top quarks are produced preferentially as
left�handed particles in the forward direction while only a small fraction is produced as
right�handed particles in the backward direction ����� As a result of this prediction in
the Standard Model� the backward direction is most sensitive to small anomalous mag�
netic moments of the top quarks� The anomalous magnetic moments can be bounded
to about � percent by measuring the angular dependence of the t quark cross section�

Electric dipole moments of the top quark� Electric dipole moments are generated by
CP non�invariant interactions� Non�zero values of these moments can be detected
through non�vanishing expectation values of CP�odd momentum tensors such as Tij �
�q� � q��i�q� � q��j or A � p� � �q� � q��� with p�� q� being the unit momentum
vectors of the initial e� and of the W�decay leptons� respectively� Sensitivity limits to
�� Z electric dipole moments of d��Zt � ���� e cm can be reached ��
� for an integrated
luminosity of

R L � 
� fb� at ps � ��� GeV if polarized beams are available�

����� Threshold Production� The Top Mass

Quark�antiquark production near the threshold in e�e� collisions is� quite generally� of
exceptional interest� For small quark masses� the long time which the particles remain
close to each other� allows the strong interactions to build up rich structures of bound
states and resonances� For the large top mass� the picture is di�erent� The decay time
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of the states is shorter than the revolution time of the constituents so that toponium
resonances can no longer form �
��� Traces of the �S state give rise to a peak in the
excitation curve which gradually levels o� for quark masses beyond ��� GeV� Despite
their transitory existence� the remnants of the toponium resonances nevertheless induce
a fast rise of the cross section near the threshold� The steep rise provides the best basis
for high�precision measurements of the top quark mass� superior to the reconstruction
of the top mass in the decay �nal states at hadron colliders by more than an order of
magnitude�
Since the rapid t decay restricts the interaction region of the top quark to small

distances� the excitation curve can be predicted in perturbative QCD �������� The
interquark potential is given essentially by the short distance Coulombic part�

V �R� � ��
�

�s�R�

R
�����

modi�ed by the con�nement potential � 
R at intermediate distances R in the tail of
the toponium resonances�

The excitation curve is built up primarily by the superposition of the nS states�
This sum can conveniently be performed by using non�relativistic Green#s function
techniques�


�e�e� � tt�thr �

�����e�t

m�
t

ImG��x � ��E $ i&t� �����

The form and the height of the excitation curve are very sensitive to the mass of the
top quark� but less to the value of the QCD coupling� Fig����a� Since any increase of
the t quark mass can be compensated by a rise of the QCD coupling� which lowers the
energy levels� the measurement errors of the two parameters are positively correlated�

This correlation can partially be resolved by measuring the momentum of the top
quark ���� which is re�ected in the momentum distribution of the decay W boson�
The t momentum is determined by the Fourier transform of the wave functions of the
overlapping resonances�

d


dPt
�

�����e�t

s

&t
m�

t

j �G�Pt� E $ i&t�j� �����

The top quarks� con�ned by the QCD potential� will have average momenta of order
� �

�
�smt� together with the uncertainty �

p
&tmt due to the �nite lifetime� this leads

to average momenta � Pt 	 of about �� GeV for mt � ��� GeV� The measurement
of the top mass and the QCD coupling by analyzing the t momentum spectrum is
therefore independent of the analysis of the excitation curve� Fig�����
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Figure ���� Upper part� The cross section for the production of top quarks near the
threshold� Demonstrated is the sensitivity of the cross section to the value of the top
mass and the QCD coupling �normalized at the Z mass	� Lower part� The momentum
spectrum of the top quarks near the threshold for a �xed total c�m� energy� The mo�
mentum depends strongly on the top mass� yet less on the QCD coupling� Refs����� ����
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The Higgs exchange between the top quarks generates a small attractive Yukawa
force which enhances the attractive QCD force ����� Since the range of the Yukawa
force is of order m�

H � the e�ect on the excitation curve is small and restricted to Higgs
mass values of order ��� GeV�

Detailed experimental simulations at mt � ��� GeV predict the following sensi�
tivity to the top mass and the QCD coupling� Fig����� when the measurements of the
excitation curve and the t momentum spectrum are combined �
�� ����

�mt 	 �
� MeV

��s 	 �����

These errors have been derived for an integrated luminosity of
R L � �� fb��

Figure ���� Excitation curve of the top quarks including initial�state radiation and
beamstrahlung� The errors of the data points correspond to an integrated luminosity ofR L � �� fb� in toto� The dotted curves indicate shifts of the top mass by ��� and
��� MeV� Ref����� ����
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At proton colliders a sensitivity of about 
 GeV has been predicted for the top mass�
based on the reconstruction of top quarks from jet and lepton �nal states� Smearing
e�ects due to soft stray gluons which are radiated o� the t quark before the decay and
o� the b quark after the decay coherently� add to the complexity of the analysis� Thus�
e�e� colliders will improve our knowledge on the top�quark mass by at least an order
of magnitude�

Why should it be desirable to measure the top mass with high precision( Two
immediate reasons can be given�

�i� Top and Higgs particles a�ect the relations between high�precision electroweak
observables� Z�W�boson masses� electroweakmixing angle and Fermi coupling� through
quantum �uctuations ���� The radiative corrections can therefore be used to derive
stringent constraints on the Higgs mass�MH � f�MZ�MW �mt�� which must eventually
be matched by the direct measurement of the Higgs mass at the LHC and the linear
collider� Assuming a measurement of the W mass with an accuracy of �� MeV �see
later�� tight constraints on the Higgs mass can be derived if the top mass is measured
with high accuracy� This is demonstrated in Fig���� where the error on the predicted
Higgs mass in the Standard Model is compared for two di�erent errors on the top mass�
�mt � � GeV and 
�� MeV� The error in ��M�

Z� has been assumed at the ultimate
level of � � ���� ����� �Doubling this error to the present standard value does not have
a dramatic e�ect�� It turns out that the Higgs mass can �nally be extracted from the
high�precision electroweak observables to an accuracy of about ��"� Thus� high pre�
cision measurements of the top mass allow the most stringent tests of the mechanism
breaking the electroweak symmetries at the quantum level�

�ii� Fermion masses and mixing angles are not linked to each other within the
general frame of the Standard Model� This de�ciency will be removed when in a future
theory of �avor dynamics� which may be based for example on superstring theories�
these fundamental parameters are interrelated� The top quark� endowed with the
heaviest mass in the fermion sector� will very likely play a key r�ole in this context�
In the same way as present measurements test the relations between the masses of
the electroweak W�Z vector bosons in the Standard Model� similar relations between
lepton and quark masses will have to be scrutinized in the future� With a relative error
of about � per mille� the top mass will be the best�known mass value in the quark
sector� the only value matching the precision of the � mass in the lepton sector�
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Figure ��� The error on the Higgs mass extracted from the radiative corrections to
the high�precision electroweak observables� MH � �MZ�MW �mt�� The input values
��MW � �mt� are assumed as follows� LEP� � Tevatron � ��� MeV� � GeV�� LHC
Tev��
� ��� MeV� � GeV�� and LC � ��� MeV� ��� MeV�� The LHC lines fall in between
the dashed and thin solid lines�

��� QCD Physics

����� Annihilation Events

The annihilation of e�e� into hadrons provides a high�energy source of clean quark
and gluon jets� e�e� � ���Z� � qq� qqg ��� This has o�ered unrivaled opportunities
for QCD tests at machines such as PETRA and LEP� The program will be continued
at a linear collider� although separation from new )backgrounds# such as top and W�Z
pair production will require more delicate analyses of multijet events� Conversely� the
study of these other processes� as well as the new particle searches� require a good
understanding of the annihilation events� Topics of interest for QCD per se include
the study of multijet topologies� the energy increase of charged multiplicity� particle
momentum spectra and their scaling violations� angular ordering e�ects� hadronization
phenomenology �power corrections�� and so on�

One of the key elements of quantum chromodynamics is asymptotic freedom ����� a
consequence of the non�abelian nature of the color gauge symmetry� This fundamental
aspect has been tested in many observables measured at e�e� colliders and other
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Figure ���� Left� The energy dependence of the three�jet fraction in annihilation events�
Right� The energy dependence of �s� �Current data and simulated LC points� Ref������

accelerators between a minimumQ� of order � GeV� up to � � ��� GeV�� ranging from
the � lifetime to multi�jet distributions in Z decays� The range of Q� can be extended at
e�e� linear colliders by as much as two orders of magnitude to a valueQ� � ����� GeV��
Fig� ���� The most sensitive observable in this energy range is the fraction of events
with 
� �� �� � � � jets in the �nal state of e�e� � hadrons ����� The results of the
simulations can be nicely illustrated� Fig� ���� by presenting the evolution of the three�
jet fraction in the variable �� logQ�� Asymptotic freedom predicts this dependence
to be linear� modi�ed only slightly by higher order corrections� Based on the present
theoretical accuracy of the perturbative jet calculations� the error with which the QCD
coupling at

p
s � ��� GeV can be measured� is expected to be ��s�M�

Z� � �����
matching the error which can be expected from the analysis of the top excitation curve
at threshold� If the theoretical analysis of the jet rates can be improved� the error on
�s can be reduced signi�cantly�

����� �� Events

�� interactions provide a complementary way to study many aspects of new physics�
These applications are covered in the respective physics sections� In addition� the
objective of a �� physics program is to bring our understanding of the photon to the
same level as HERA is achieving for the proton� Since the photon is the more complex
of the two� as described below� this will o�er new insights in QCD ���� �
��
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Linear e�e� colliders o�er three sources of photons� �i� bremsstrahlung ����� �ii�
beamstrahlung ���� and �iii� potentially� from laser backscattering ����� The brems�
strahlung source provides a spectrum of di�erent photon energies and virtualities� but
distributions are peaked at the lower end so that the more interesting studies at higher
�� energies are limited by statistics� Since beamstrahlung is a drawback for the normal
e�e� physics program� current machine designs attempt to reduce the beamstrahlung
energy to a minimum� so that it may not be interesting for �� physics� The laser
backscattering option� on the other hand� o�ers the prospect of intense beams of real
photons with an energy up to about �" of the e� beam� With one or both beams
backscattered it would be possible to study both deep inelastic scattering o� a real
photon and the interactions of two real photons at very high energies� The �� stud�
ies are possible for both the e�e� and the e�e� modes� the latter would have some
advantages in terms of lower backgrounds from other processes�

�a� The nature of the photon is complex� A photon can �uctuate into a virtual qq
pair� The low�end part of the spectrum of virtualities is in a non�perturbative r�egime�
where the Vector Meson Dominance �VMD� model can be used to approximate the
photon properties by those of mesons with the same quantum numbers as the photon
* mainly the �� The high�end part� on the other hand� is perturbatively calculable
����� These )resolved# parts of the photon with a spectrum of order ���s� can undergo
strong interactions of order �s� Therefore they can dominate in cross section over the
non �uctuating )direct# photons� whose interactions are of O���� The direct�resolved
subdivision of interactions is unambiguous only to leading order� but also in higher
orders it is possible to introduce a pragmatic subdivision� as has been demonstrated
for �p physics at HERA� In the direct interactions the full photon energy is used to
produce �high�p�� jets� whereas the resolved photon leaves behind a beam remnant
that does not participate in the primary interaction�

�b� The total cross section of �� interactions is not understood from �rst principles�
This situation is analogous with that for pp�pp and �p cross sections� but not identical�
Therefore the possibility of systematic comparisons between pp�pp� �p and �� at a
wide range of energies could shed light on the mechanisms at play �����

The uncertainty in our current understanding is illustrated in Fig� ����� where three
representative models are compared with low�energy data ����� The Pomeron�SaS
model is based on a simple ansatz with an s���� asymptotic rise� in accord with pp�pp
and �p experience� The minijet model is based on an eikonalization of the mini�jet
cross section� with parameters extrapolated from the �p case� In the )dual topological
unitarization# model of Phojet also elastic and di�ractive topologies are included in
an eikonalization approach� It is worth noticing that all three predictions� as well as
current LEP data� are consistent with a straightforward application of factorization
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Figure ����� The inelastic �� cross section� i�e� the major part of the total �� cross
section� as a function of the �� c�m� energy

p
s� Ref������

and Regge behavior� The long�dashed region in the �gure is obtained from the ans�atze


totab � Xabs
� $ Yabs

�	 �����

with � � ����� and � � ���� from the average for all high energy cross�sections� X and
Y extracted from pp and �p data� according to X�� � X�

�p�Xpp� The band corresponds
to the error induced by the uncertainty on X�p�

The total cross section can be subdivided into several components� The elastic
and di�ractive ones correspond to events like �� � ��� �� � �X and �� �
XX�� Studies of these would further probe the nature of the photon and the Pomeron�
while �� � ��X and �� � ��a�� would probe the Odderon ���� A study of the p�
dependence could highlight the transition from the soft Pomeron to the perturbative
one� Studies of rapidity gap physics could provide further insights into an area that
currently is attracting intense interest at HERA� However� it will be di cult to realize
the full potential of many of these topics� since most of these particles are produced at
very small angles below �� mrad� where they will be undetectable�
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�c� The cross section for deep inelastic scattering o� a real photon� e� � e�X� is
expressed in terms of the structure functions of the photon ����� To leading order� these
are given by the quark content� e�g�

F �
� �x�Q

�� �
X
q

e�q
�
xq��x�Q�� $ xq��x�Q��

�
� ����

The parton distributions obey Q� evolution equations which� in addition to the ho�
mogeneous terms familiar for the proton� also include inhomogeneous terms related to
the � � qq branchings� Experimental input is needed to specify the initial conditions
at some reference scale Q�

�� Data at larger Q
� and smaller x values than currently

accessible would both provide information on the quark�gluon structure of the photon
and o�er consistency checks of QCD�

Electron tagging outside of a cone of about ��� mrad will give access to a previously
unexplored high�Q� range� Fig� ����a ����� but will give neither overlap with LEP 

results nor sensitivity to the small�x region� To achieve the overlap with LEP 
�
one needs an electron tagging device inside the shielding� down to about �� mrad�
Fig� ����b� This is however still not su cient to unfold x measurements in the region
x � ���� since small x � Q���Q� $W �� correspond to large W �� where an unknown
part of the hadronic system disappears undetected in the forward direction� In order
to circumvent this problem� and also for reducing the main systematic errors at high
x� the e� laser backscattering mode is ideal�

The longitudinal structure function FL of the photon� though very interesting the�
oretically since it is scale�invariant in leading order ���� in contrast to F �

� � appears to
be very di cult to measure� having a coe cient y� in the cross section� the square of
the scaled energy transfer which is generally small�

�d� A non�negligible fraction of the total �� cross section involves the production
of jets� Fig� ���
�left�� The jet events ��
� may be classi�ed according to whether
the two photons are direct or one or both are resolved� The full photon energy is
available for jet production in direct processes� so this event class dominates at large p�
values� Fig� ���
�right�� Here our understanding of the photon can be tested essentially
parameter�free� At lower p� values the resolved processes take over� since the evolution
equations build up large gluon densities at small x and since the gluon�exchange graphs
that dominate here are more singular in the p� � � limit� The low�p� region therefore
is interesting for constraining the parton densities of the photon� It complements the
quark�dominated information obtained from F �

� �x�Q
��� The standard analysis strategy

is based on jet reconstruction� but alternatively the inclusive hadron production as a
function of p� could be used ����� These processes are powerful instruments to constrain
the gluon density of the resolved photon�
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Figure ����� �a	 Simulated data points for e tagging outside ��� mrad for �� fb� at
��� GeV� compared with LEP� expectations� Ref������ �b	 Simulated data points if
tagging is feasible outside �� mrad�
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Figure ���
� Left� Parton�level jet cross sections for interactions with transverse mo�
menta above � GeV and �� GeV� respectively� as a function of the �� c�m� energy�
Each interaction gives two jets� The total �� cross section is shown for comparison�
Right� Next�to�leading order calculations of the jet p� spectrum ���� at ��� GeV� The
�� cross section has been convoluted with the photon �ux from bremsstrahlung and
beamstrahlung� The spectrum is also shown subdivided into three components� direct
�DD	� once�resolved �DR	 and twice�resolved �RR	�
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Figure ����� Left� The cross section for charm production as a function of e�e� energy�
total and subdivided� Ref������ Right� The hadronic �dashed line	 and the pointlike
component �solid lines	 of F ��cc

� �� at Q� � 
�� GeV�� The two sets of curves correspond
to leading and next�to�leading order calculations� in the small�x range� dashed� upper
curve� LO� lower curve� NLO� solid� upper curve� NLO� lower curve� LO� Ref������
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�e� The photon couplings favor charm production� in the direct channel �� � qq the
charge factor is e�q� Therefore signi�cant charm rates can be expected� Fig� ����a� At
��� GeV the once�resolved processes dominate� and thereby the parton content of the
photon is probed� J�+ production is dominated by the process � $ g � J�+$ g� and
thus probes the gluon content of the photon speci�cally ����� A related test is o�ered
by the charm component of F �

� �x�Q
��� Fig� ����b� ����� The pointlike part ��� � cc is

perturbatively calculable� while the hadronic one is dominated by ��g � cc and thus
probes the gluon content of the photon�

�f� Double�tagged ���� events occur at low rates� Compared with the Born�term
cross section for ���� � qq� the evolution of a BFKL�style small�x parton distribution
inside the photon would boost event rates by more than a factor ��� In fact� this
process may be considered the ultimate test of BFKL dynamics ����� With tagging
down to ����� mrad it will be possible to detect such a phenomenon� if present� but
more detailed studies would be limited by the low statistics ����

��� Electroweak Gauge Bosons

����� W�Z Bosons in the Standard Model

The fundamental electroweak and strong forces appear to be of gauge theoretical origin�
This is one of the outstanding theoretical and experimental results in the past three
decades� While the non�abelian symmetry of QCD� manifest in the self�coupling of
the gluons� has been successfully demonstrated in the distribution of hadronic jets
in Z decays� only indirect evidence has been accumulated so far for the electroweak
W�� Z� � sector� based on loop corrections to electroweak low�energy parameters and
Z observables� The direct evidence from recent Tevatron and LEP
 analyses is still
feeble� Deviations from the prescriptions of gauge symmetrymanifest themselves in the
cross sections with coe cients ������ destroying �ne�tuned unitarity cancelations ����
at high energies� Since the deviations of the static parameters from the SM values are
expected to be of order �MW�%�j� % denoting the energy scale at which the Standard
Model breaks down� only the very high energies at the LHC and e�e� linear colliders
will allow stringent direct tests of the self�couplings of the electroweak gauge bosons�

The gauge symmetries of the Standard Model determine the form and the strength
of the self�interactions of the electroweak bosons� the triple couplings WW��WWZ
and the quartic couplings� Deviations from the form and the strength of these vertices
predicted by the gauge symmetry� as well as novel couplings like ZZZ and ZZZZ in
addition to the canonical SM couplings� could however be expected in more general
scenarios� in models with composite W�Z bosons� for instance� Other examples are
provided by models in which the W�Z bosons are generated dynamically or interact
strongly with each other�
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Pair production of W bosons in e�e� collisions�

e�e� �� W�W�

is the best�suited process to study the electroweak gauge symmetries� The high e �
ciency for reconstructing W�Z bosons from hadronic and leptonic decays in the clean
environment of e�e� collisions makes a ��� GeV collider superior to the LHC� Devi�
ations from the predictions of the Standard Model for the total cross section ����� c�f�
Fig������
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Figure ����� The cross section for W�W� pair production� broken down to the trans�
verse and longitudinal helicity components of the W bosons�
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�s�w � sin
� �w and � denoting the W velocity� would signal non�standard self�couplings

of the electroweak gauge bosons� The most stringent limits can be derived from the
angular distributions of the W pairs and their helicities ���� �derived from the decay
angular distributions�� These analyses can be carried out at collider energies of ���
GeV� promising sensitivities to non�standard couplings of order � percent and better�

If light Higgs bosons do not exist� the electroweak W bosons become strongly
interacting particles at high energies to comply with the requirements of quantum�
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mechanical unitarity� Strong interactions between W bosons can be studied in �quasi�
elasticWW � WW scattering ��
� ��� and inWW pair production ���� ��� at energies
in the TeV range�

a� High Precision Measurements of W�Mass and sin� �w

The mass of the Z boson has been measured in e�e� collisions at LEP� to an accuracy
of 
 MeV� To obtain a similar precision on the W mass is therefore a natural goal
of future experiments� Several methods can be used to measure the W mass at e�e�

linear colliders� Since these machines can be operated near the WW threshold with
high luminosity� one of the promising methods ���� is the scan of the threshold region
near

p
s � ��� GeV where the sensitivity of the cross section to theWmass is maximal�

�This scan will eventually allow to measure also the W width�� Since the uncertainty
on the beam energy is expected to be reduced� using high�precision analyses of Z� and
ZZ events� to well below �� MeV and the uncertainty in the measurement of the cross
section to well below one percent� an accuracy

�MW 	 ��MeV
should �nally be reached for the W mass�

The same accuracy will also be achieved by reconstructing the W bosons in mixed
lepton�jetWW �nal states� With an experimental resolution of � to � GeV on an event�
by�event basis� the �nal error on the W mass can be expected below �MW � �� MeV
for an integrated luminosity of �� to ��� fb� at energies

p
s of ��� and ��� GeV �����

This measurement of the W mass can be performed in parallel to other experimental
analyses so that the luminosity requirement for this standard channel remains within
the anticipated frame�

A corresponding high�precision measurement of the electroweak mixing angle sin� �w
can be performed by operating the collider at the Z mass where about ��� Z bosons
can be expected in two months of running� The most sensitive observable for measuring
sin� �w is the left�right asymmetry for polarized electron�positron beams�

ALR �

veae
v�e $ a�e

������

where ve � �� $ � sin� �w and ae � �� are the vectorial and axial Z charges of the
electron� respectively� For sin� �w close to ���� the sensitivity is enhanced by nearly
a full order of magnitude� � sin� �w 	 

��ALR� However� the experimentally measured
asymmetry is a�ected by the average polarization P � �P�$P�����$P�P�� that rises
with the degree of polarization P� of the e� and e� beams� A

exp
LR � PALR� Adopting

a sequence of cross section measurements e�Le
�
L�e

�
Re

�
L�e

�
Le

�
R�e

�
Re

�
R similar to Ref�����
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both the degrees of polarization P� and the asymmetry ALR can be determined at the
same time�


�P�� P�� � 
u �� $ P�P� $ �P� $ P��ALR� ������

The degree of polarization P� however may also be measured by conventional laser
Compton scattering� the error on P is expected of order � � ���� for P� � �" and
P� � ��"� The systematic error on Aexp

LR should therefore be close to � � ����� With a
luminosity of L � ����cm��s� at Etot �MZ� a sample of ��� Z events can be collected
within two months� giving a statistical error of � � ���� on ALR� From the overall error
of  � ���� on Aexp

LR ����� the absolute error on the electroweak mixing angle can be
reduced to

� sin� �w

� ������

These are analyses similar to those at LEP��
 for sin� �w and MW � the increased
accuracy of sin� �w being matched by the increased accuracy on MW at e�e� linear
colliders�

b� The Triple Gauge Boson Couplings

In the most general case the couplings W�W�� and W�W�Z are each described by
seven parameters� Assuming C�P and T invariance in the electroweak boson sector�
the number of parameters can be reduced to three �����

L��g� � ig�W
�
��W�A� $ h�c� $ i��W

�
�W�F�� $ i

��
M�

W

W �
�W��F�

LZ�gZ � �� � Z� ����
�

The usual couplings g� � e and gZ � e cot �W in the Standard Model have been factored
out� In the static limit the �� � parameters �,� � � � �� can be identi�ed with the
�� Z charges of the W bosons and the related magnetic dipole moments and electric
quadrupole moments�

�� �
e


MW

h

 $ ,�� $ ��

i
and � � Z

Q� � � e

M�
W

h
� $ ,�� � ��

i
and � � Z

The gauge symmetries of the Standard Model demand � � � and � � �� i�e� �� � e�MW

and Q� � �e�M�
W etc�

The magnetic dipole and the electric quadrupole moments can be measured directly
through the production of W� and WZ pairs at pp�pp colliders and WW pairs at
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e�e� colliders� Detailed experimental simulations have been carried out for the mixed
lepton�jet reaction

e�e� � W�W� � �l�l��q�q
��

Beam polarization is very useful for disentangling the parameters� The most stringent
bounds on anomalous couplings can be derived from the measurement of the W decay
angular distributions which re�ect the helicities of theW bosons� Bounds of order ����

to ���� can be reached if the e�e� energy is raised at energies of ��� GeV and beyond
���� �
�� The scale % which can be probed� extends beyond the energy scale which is
accessible directly�

These bounds can be supplemented� separately for ,��� �� and ,�Z� �Z � by study�
ing W pair production in �� Compton colliders ���� and single ��Z production in the
process e�e� � �����Z �����

Models with Higgs bosons� A theoretically plausible concept for the experimental anal�
ysis is based on the assumption that any deviations from the Standard Model due to
new physics manifest themselves in SU��� � SU�
� �U��� gauge invariant SM singlet
operators ����� To the extent that the operators a�ect the gauge boson propagators�
they are stringently constrained by the high�precision data from Z boson physics etc�
These operators a�ect the triple boson couplings at a level of less than ����� However�
there are sets of operators which are only weakly constrained by propagator e�ects
so that deviations from the Standard Model of order ���� cannot be excluded ����
a priori� Classifying these operators as

�L � fWWW

%�
OWWW $

fW�

%�
OW� $

fB�
%�
OB� ������

with OWWW � tr �W �� and OW�B� � �D-�
��W�B��D-�� the �ve triple boson cou�

plings can be expressed by three parameters �see also Ref�������

,gZ �
m�

Z


%�
fW� ,�Z �

m�
Z


%�
�
fW� � s�W �fB� $ fW��

�

�Z � �� �
�m�

W g�


%�
fWWW ,�� �

m�
Z


%�
c�W �fB� $ fW��

The result of a �t for the pairs �,�� �� is shown in Fig������ The �ts give very stringent
bounds on the boson couplings for

p
s � ��� GeV and

R L � �� fb��
,�� � 
 � ����� ,�Z � � � ���� and �� � � � ���� ������

Exploiting the large number of WW events at the LC experiments� the systematic
analysis of the full correlation matrix becomes possible ��
� ���
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Figure ����� Measurement of the anomalous couplings ,��� ,�Z� and � of the elec�
troweak gauge bosons� The deviations from the Standard Model are taken as singlets
under the SM symmetry group�

R L � �� fb� at
p
s � ��� GeV� Ref������

Models without Higgs bosons� In theories without light Higgs particles� the electroweak
gauge bosons interact strongly with each other at energies above � � TeV� Such a
scenario can be described by a non�linear realization of the symmetry in a chiral La�
grangian formalism �����

�L � �i x�L
����

tr �gW��D�U
�D�U �� i

x�R
����

tr �g�B��D�U
�D�U �

$
x�
����

tr �U�g�B��UgW�� � ������

where U corresponds to the �exponentiated� longitudinalW �eld� Dimensional analysis
suggests that the natural size of the coe cients is xi � O��� for any strongly inter�
acting �eld theory so that the corresponding anomalous moments are of order �����
Experimental simulations have shown that for

p
s � �� GeV the parameters x�R� x�L

and x� can be constrained to values of order unity and less� c�f� Fig������ Ref�����

The measurement of the quartic couplings requires the production of three gauge
bosons in e�e� annihilation ��� which is suppressed however by the electroweak cou�
plings and phase space� Alternatively� part of these couplings can be studied in ��
collisions to pairs of gauge bosons �
��

c� Strongly Interacting W Bosons� WW Scattering

If the scenario in which W�Z bosons and light Higgs bosons are weakly interacting up
to the GUT scale is not realized in Nature� the next attractive physical scenario is a
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Figure ����� The coe�cients x�R� x�L and x� in non�linear realizations of the SM
gauge symmetries for

R L � 
�� fb� at
p
s � ��� GeV� Ref� ����� The vertical bars

indicate the constraint on x� derived from LEP analyses�

strongly interactingW�Z sector� Without a light Higgs particle with a mass of less than
� TeV� the electroweak bosons must become strongly interacting at energies of about
��
 TeV to ful�ll the requirements of quantum�mechanical unitarity forWW scattering
amplitudes ���� A novel type of strong interactions may be the physical raison d� etre
of these phenomena� In such scenarios� new resonances could be realized already in
the O�� TeV� energy range�
In scenarios of strongly interacting vector bosons� WLWL scattering must be studied

at energies of order � TeV which requires the highest energies possible in the � to 
 TeV
range at e�e� and e�e� colliders� �Quasi�elastic WW scattering can be analyzed by
usingW bosons radiated o� the electron�positron beams ��
� ���� or by exploiting �nal
state interactions in the e�e� annihilation to W pairs ���� ���� All possible combina�
tions of weak isospin and angular momentum �I� J � in the WW scattering amplitudes
aIJ can be realized in the �rst process� The cross sections however are small until
resonances are formed� Adopting the complementary rescattering method� the phase
shift of the �I� J � � ��� �� WW channel enters the cross section for e�e� annihilation
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to W�W� pairs through the Mushkelishvili�Omn.es factor

a � a� exp

�
s

�

Z
ds���s��

s��s� � s�

�
������

This classical method provides a powerful probe of the WW interactions since the W
bosons are �re�scattered at the maximumpossible energy and the restrictive �nal�state
kinematics allows for an experimentally clean analysis�

Generating the longitudinal degrees of freedom of the massive electroweak bosons by
absorbing the Goldstone bosons associated with the spontaneous symmetry breaking
of the underlying strong�interaction theory� the �rst term in the energy expansion of
the WW scattering amplitudes aIJ is determined independent of dynamical details�
a�� � $�� a � $�� a�� � �
 in units of �����v�� While in the isospin I � 
 channel
the WW interaction is repulsive� the attractive I � � and I � � channels may form
Higgs and �type resonances at high energies� The H� and �type resonances would
modify the scattering amplitudes dramatically compared with the predictions of the
light�Higgs scenario� yet the threshold terms a�ect the cross sections signi�cantly� too�
For

p
s � ��� TeV the predictions for the WW scattering cross sections in the weak

scenario with a light Higgs mass are confronted with possible strong scenarios in the
upper part of Fig����� ��
� for vector and scalar resonances� The signal of S�wave
resonances is enhanced by the additional ZZ channel� The sensitivity to the next�
to�leading terms which preserve the custodial SU�
�c symmetry in the e�ective W �

Lagrangian below the resonance region� is demonstrated in the lower part of Fig�����
���� for

p
s � ��� TeV� it follows that the leading chiral contributions to the WW

scattering amplitudes� which are free of any adjustable parameters� can be measured
to an accuracy of about �� percent� �Scalar Higgs�type resonances may also have a
large impact on the production of top�quark pairs in WW collisions� c�f� Ref������

Similar e�ects would also be observed in WW pair production� e�e� � W�W��
This process is very sensitive to the formation of �I� J � � ��� �� resonances� even if
for MV 	

p
s the new intermediate vector bosons V remain virtual� A quantitative

analysis has been performed within the BESS model ���� The model describes the
interactions of the Goldstone bosons �which are associated with the spontaneous chiral
symmetry breaking and transformed to the WL components� with the heavy vector
bosons of the underlying new strong interactions in the most general way� Disregard�
ing fermion interactions which can readily be incorporated� the interactions of the
new massive vector bosons V among each other and with the W bosons are char�
acterized by one �gauge� coupling� The system can therefore be described by two
parameters� the mass MV and the V � WW decay width &V � In analogy to the
measurements of the �meson parameters in the process e�e� � � ����� the prop�
erties of the vector bosons V can be studied in the reaction e�e� � V � W�W��
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Figure ����� Upper part� The distribution of the WW invariant energy in e�e� �
��WW for scalar and vector resonance models �MH �MV � � TeV�� as well as for
non�resonant WW scattering in chiral models near the threshold� Ref������ Lower part�
Sensitivity to the expansion parameters in chiral electroweak models of WW � WW
and WW � ZZ scattering at the strong�interaction threshold� Ref������
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The regions of the parameter space �MV �&V � which can be probed at
p
s � ���� ���

and �� GeV are shown in Fig����� The sensitivity of WW pair production at high

energies exceeds the sensitivity which could be reached at LEP�� for MV

� �� TeV

at
p
s � ��� GeV� at

p
s � �� GeV the sensitivity exceeds the LEP� range for all

mass values of the vector boson V � The area in parameter space which will be covered
at linear colliders� is also larger than the region accessible at LHC if the mass MV is
larger than � TeV�
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Figure ���� Sensitivity to the mass and the width of new heavy vector resonances in
rescattering corrections to e�e� �W�W� pair production� the analysis is based on the
BESS model� Shown are the ��� CL contour lines derived from dierential cross sec�
tions and left�right asymmetries� the W polarizations are reconstructed from the decay
leptons and quark jets� No direct coupling of the new vector bosons to fermions has been
included� Energies and luminosities have been chosen as follows� �

p
s�
R L� � ���� GeV�

�� fb�� dashed� ����� ��� solid� ����� ��� dash�dotted�
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����� Extended Gauge Theories

Despite its tremendous success in describing the experimental data within the range of
energies available today� the Standard Model� based on the gauge symmetry SU����
SU�
��U���� cannot be the ultimate theory� It is expected that in a more fundamental
theory the three forces are described by a single gauge group at high energy scales� This
grand uni�ed theory would be based on a gauge group containing SU����SU�
��U���
as a subgroup� and it would be reduced to this symmetry at low energies�

Two predictions of grand uni�ed theories may have interesting phenomenological
consequences in the energy range of a few hundred GeV ����

�i� The uni�ed symmetry group must be broken at the uni�cation scale %GUT �
��� GeV in order to be compatible with the experimental bounds on the proton life�
time� However� the breaking to the SM group may occur in several steps and some
subgroups may remain unbroken down to a scale of order � TeV� In this case the sur�
viving group factors allow for new gauge bosons with masses not far above the scale
of electroweak symmetry breaking� Besides SU���� two other uni�cation groups have
received much attention� In SO���� three new gauge bosons W�

R � ZR may exist� in E�
a light neutral Z � in the TeV range�

The virtual e�ects of a new Z � or ZR vector boson associated with the most general
e�ective theories which arise from breaking E��� � SU���� SU�
��U����U���Y�

and SO����� SU���� SU�
�L � SU�
�R �U���� have been investigated in Refs� ���
�� Assuming that the Z ��ZR� are heavier than the available c�m� energy� the propa�
gator e�ects on various observables of the process

e�e�
��Z�Z��� f �f

have been studied� The e�ects of the new vector bosons with mass MZ� between ���
and ��� TeV can be probed at a ��� GeV collider� Fig����� �upper part� and Table ����
They can be produced directly up to MZ� � � TeV at hadron colliders� However�
e�e� colliders can help identify the physical nature of the new boson by measuring the
couplings to leptons and quarks� Fig����� �lower part�� At ��� TeV e�e� colliders� the
mass window can be extended to � ���� �� TeV� depending on the nature of the vector
boson� i�e�� far beyond the reach of proton colliders�

�ii� The grand uni�cation groups incorporate extended fermion representations in
which a complete generation of SM quarks and leptons can be naturally embedded�
These representations accommodate a variety of additional new fermions� It is conceiv�
able that the new fermions �if they are protected by symmetries� for instance� acquire
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p
s

R L � � � LR

��� GeV �� fb� ���� ��� 
�
� 
�
�
�� GeV 
�� fb� ���� ���� ���� ����
���� GeV �� fb� ����� �
�� ���� ����

Table ���� Lower bounds ���� CL	 on the Z �� ZR masses in E��	 ����� � real�
ization� and left
right symmetric models� MZ��ZR are given in GeV� Ref������

masses not much larger than the Fermi scale� This is necessary� if the predicted new
gauge bosons are relatively light� SO���� is the simplest group in which the �� chiral
states of each SM generation of fermions can be embedded into a single multiplet� This
representation has dimension �� and contains a right�handed neutrino� The group E���
contains SU��� and SO���� as subgroups� and each quark�lepton generation belongs to
a representation of dimension ��� To complete this representation� twelve new �elds
are needed in addition to the SM fermion �elds� In each family the spectrum includes
two additional isodoublets of leptons� two isosinglet neutrinos and an isosinglet quark
with charge �����
If the new particles F have non�zero electromagnetic and weak charges� they can be

pair�produced if their masses are smaller than the beam energy of the e�e� collider� In
general� these processes are built up by a superposition of s�channel � and Z exchange�
but additional contributions could come from the extra neutral bosons if their masses
are not much larger than the c�m� energy ����

e�e�
��Z�Z��� F �F

At ��� GeV colliders� the cross sections are fairly large� apart from phase space suppres�
sion factors� of the order of the point�like QED cross section 
�e�e� � FF � � 
� � ���
fb� This leads to samples of several thousands of events� with clear signatures from
decays like F � f �$W etc� The large number of events allows to probe masses up to
the kinematical limit of 
�� GeV for

p
s � ��� GeV�

Fermion mixing� if large enough� gives rise to an additional production mechanism
for the new fermions� single production in association with their light partners�

e�e�
Z�Z��� F �f

In this case� masses very close to the total energy of the e�e� collider can be reached
if the mixing is large enough� For the second and third generation of leptons �if inter�
generational mixing is neglected� and for quarks� the process proceeds only through
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Figure ����� Upper part� Z � mass limits in E� and left�right models as a function of the
mixing parameters cos � and �LR� respectively� Shown are ��� con�dence limits based
on an integrated luminosity of �� fb� at a c�m� energy of ��� GeV� The thick solid
curve is the result of combining the measurements of 
lept� R � 
had�
lept and Alept

FB �
The thick dotted curve assumes longitudinal polarization and includes the measurement
of Ahad

LR and Alept
LR � The corresponding thin curves include only the eects of statistics�

Ref������ Lower part� Resolution power for MZ� � ��� TeV at
p
s � ��� GeV� ���

CL� for the E���� and LR models� based on the measurements of leptonic vector and
axial charges� Ref������
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s�channel Z �or Z �� exchange� so that the cross sections are relatively small� But for
the �rst generation leptons� additional t�channel exchanges �W exchange for neutral
leptons and Z exchange for charged leptons� are present� increasing the cross sections
eventually by several orders of magnitude to a level of ��� to ��� fb�

Extended gauge theories can lead to additional exciting phenomena which are quite
foreign to the observations in the Standard Model � This may be illustrated by two
examples� In left�right symmetric theories based on SO����� heavy Majorana neutrinos
may exist� The t�channel exchange of these particles can induce the lepton�number
violating process

e�e� �W�W�

in electron�electron collisions ����� probing Majorana masses up to 
� TeV for neutrino
mixings of order ����� The second example in such a scenario is the production of
doubly�charged Higgs bosons ,�� in e�e� collisions �����

e�e� � ,��

Additional production channels of this particle� based on the conversion � � e� in e��
collisions� are discussed in Ref���
��

��� The Higgs Mechanism

The Higgs mechanism is the third building block in the electroweak sector of the
Standard Model� The fundamental particles� leptons� quarks and weak gauge bosons�
acquire masses through the interaction with a scalar �eld of non�zero �eld strength in
the ground state ����

To accommodate the well�established electromagnetic and weak phenomena� the
Higgs mechanism requires the existence of at least one weak isodoublet scalar �eld�
After absorbing three Goldstone modes to build up the longitudinal polarization states
of the W��Z bosons� one degree of freedom is left over� corresponding to a real scalar
particle� The discovery of this Higgs boson and the veri�cation of its characteristic
properties is crucial for the theory of the electroweak interactions� The physical impli�
cations reach far beyond the canonical formulation of the Standard Model�

The only unknown parameter in the Higgs sector of the Standard Model is the mass
of the Higgs particle� Stringent constraints however can be derived from the scale % up
to which the Standard Model is assumed to be valid before the gauge and Higgs particles
become strongly interacting and new physics phenomena may emerge ����� c�f� Fig���
��
The strength of the Higgs self�interaction is determined by the Higgs mass itself at the
scale v � 
�� GeV� the value of the Higgs �eld in the ground state which characterizes
the spontaneous breaking of the electroweak gauge symmetries� Increasing the energy
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scale� the quartic self�coupling of the Higgs �eld increases logarithmically� in a similar
way to the electromagnetic coupling in QED� If the Higgs mass is small� the energy
cut�o� % at which the coupling grows beyond any given bound� is large� conversely� if
the Higgs mass is large� the cut�o� % is small� The condition MH � % sets an upper
limit on the Higgs mass in the Standard Model� It has been shown in lattice analyses�
which account properly for the onset of the strong interactions in the Higgs sector�
that this condition leads to an estimate of about ��� GeV for the upper limit on MH

����� �These analyses are based on the orthodox -� formulation of the Standard Model�
Therefore� they do not exclude higher values for Higgs masses in any extension of the
Standard Model��

However� if the Higgs mass is less than �� to 
�� GeV� the Standard Model can
be extended up to the grand uni�cation scale %GUT � ��� GeV while all particles
remain weakly interacting� The hypothesis that interactions between W�Z bosons and
Higgs particles remain weak up to the GUT scale� plays a key r�ole in explaining the
experimental value of the electroweak mixing parameter sin� �w� Based on the SM
particle spectrum� the electroweak mixing parameter evolves in this scenario from the
symmetry value �� at the GUT scale down to � ��
 at O���� GeV�� Even though
additional degrees of freedom are needed to account for the di�erence from the ex�
perimentally observed value ��
�� the hypothesis that the particle interactions remain
weak up to the GUT scale is nevertheless strongly supported by this result� From the
additional requirement of vacuum stability� lower bounds on the Higgs mass can be
derived� Negative loop corrections to the Higgs potential due to heavy top quarks can
only be balanced if the Higgs mass is su ciently large� Based on these arguments� the

SM Higgs mass would be expected in the window ���

� MH


� �� GeV for a top
mass value of about ��� GeV �c�f� Fig���
��� This mass range agrees nicely with the
most probable estimate of the Higgs mass from the high�precision electroweak data

����� MH � ���
���
��� GeV�

A large variety of channels can be exploited to search for Higgs particles in the
Higgs�strahlung ���� �� and fusion processes �������� at e�e� colliders� In the Higgs�
strahlung process e�e� � ZH� recoil�mass techniques can be used in �nal states
with leptonic Z decays� or the Higgs particle may be reconstructed in H � b�b�WW
directly� The WW fusion process e�e� � ��e�eH requires the reconstruction of the
Higgs particle�

Once the Higgs boson is found� it will be very important to explore the properties
which reveal the physical nature of the particle� This is possible with high accuracy in
the clean environment of e�e� colliders� The zero�spin of the Higgs particle is re�ected
in the angular distribution of the Higgs�strahlung process which asymptotically must
approach the sin� � law� Of paramount importance is the measurement of the couplings
to gauge bosons and matter particles� The strength of the couplings to Z andW bosons
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Figure ��
�� Bounds on the mass of the Higgs boson in the Standard Model� % denotes
the energy scale at which the Higgs�gauge boson system of the Standard Model would
become strongly interacting �upper bound	� the lower bound follows from the requirement
of vacuum stability� Refs����� ����

is re�ected in the size of the e�e� production cross sections� The strength of the
couplings to fermions can be measured through the decay branching ratios and Higgs
bremsstrahlung o� top quarks� These measurements are important instrumentaria
to establish the Higgs mechanism experimentally� Finally� the Higgs potential itself�
which provides the physical basis of the Higgs phenomenon� must be reconstructed by
measuring the triple and quartic Higgs self�couplings ���
�� This appears possible only
by exploiting multi�Higgs production in the fusion mechanism at TeV energies and
maximum possible luminosity�
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��	�� Decays of the Higgs Boson

The pro�le of the Higgs particle is uniquely determined if the Higgs mass is �xed� For
Higgs particles in the lower part of the intermediate mass range MZ � MH � 
MZ �
the main decay modes ����� are fermion decays� in particular b�b �nal states�

&�H � f �f � �
GFNC

�
p

�

m�
f�M

�
H�MH ������

and in the upper part WW and ZZ pairs with one of the two gauge bosons being
virtual below the threshold�

&�H � V V � �
�G�

FM
�
Z

����
MHRV �M

�
V �M

�
H �� 
���

p

GF

�
�
M�

H �V �W �Z�� �����

Figure ��
�� Branching ratios of the main decay modes of the SM Higgs boson and total
decay width� Ref�������

Above theWW threshold� the Higgs particles decay almost exclusively into theW�Z
channels� except in the mass range near the t�t decay threshold� Below ��� GeV� the
decays H � ����� c�c and gg are also important besides the dominating b�b channel� By
adding up all possible decay channels� we obtain the total Higgs decay width shown in
Fig���
� for mt � ��� GeV� Up to masses of ��� GeV� the Higgs particle is very narrow�
&�H� � �� MeV� After opening the mixed real�virtual gauge boson channels� the state
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becomes rapidly wider� reaching � � GeV at the ZZ threshold� The width cannot
be measured directly in the intermediate mass range� Only above MH 
 
�� GeV it
becomes wide enough to be resolved experimentally�

��	�� The Production of Higgs Bosons

The main production mechanism for Higgs particles of moderate mass and at moderate
energies in e�e� collisions is the Higgs�strahlung o� the Z boson line ���� ��

e�e�
Z�� ZH

The cross section is given by


�e�e� � ZH� �
G�
FM

�
Z

���s
�v�e $ a�e��

�

�

� $ �
M�
Z�s

���M�
Z�s�

�
������

where � is the usual 
�body phase space coe cient� For a given Higgs mass MH � the
Higgs�strahlung cross section is maximal for the c�m� energy

p
s �MZ$
MH � Beyond

the threshold region� the cross section for Higgs�strahlung scales as s� and vanishes
asymptotically� With rising energy the fusion mechanisms� in particular WW fusion�
become increasingly important ���������

e�e�
WW�� ��e�eH

e�e�
ZZ�� e�e�H

The corresponding cross sections rise logarithmically with energy� for WW fusion�


�e�e� � ��e�eH�� G�
FM

�
W

�
p

��

��
� $

M�
H

s

�
log

s

M�
H

� 

�
� � M�

H

s

��
���
��

Due to the reduced Z charges� the cross section for ZZ fusion is about one order of
magnitude smaller� the same applies for ZZ fusion in e�e� collisions� However� with
two leptons in the �nal states� recoil mass techniques can be applied which allow a
more e�ective background rejection compared to the neutrino channel�

The cross sections for the Higgs�strahlung process and the fusion processes are
shown in Fig���

 for

p
s � ��� and �� GeV� Several thousand events will be produced

for the envisaged luminosities�

The recoiling Z boson in the two�body reaction e�e� � ZH is mono�energetic and
the Higgs mass can be derived from the energy of the Z boson� M�

H � s�
psEZ$M�
Z �

The detection of the Higgs boson in this channel is independent of the Higgs decay prop�
erties� thus providing a very powerful tool for the search of this particle� Initial�state
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Figure ��

� The cross section for the production of SM Higgs bosons in Higgs�strahlung
e�e� � ZH and WW�ZZ fusion e�e� � ���e�e�H� solid curves�

p
s � ��� GeV�

dashed curves�
p
s � �� GeV�

bremsstrahlung and beamstrahlung smear out the peak slightly ������ ZZ production
does not pose a serious background problem� if e cient b tagging devices are used�
the Higgs signal can be extracted even for masses close to the Z mass ������ Signal
and background are shown in Fig���
�� A similar clear peak can be observed in the
fusion process e�e� � ��e�eH by collecting the decay products of the Higgs boson�
The dominant background process in this case is the reaction e�e� � �e���eW�� with
the �nal state positron traveling undetected along the beam pipe� this background is
negligible also with experimental resolution e�ects taken into account�

��	�� Higgs Production in �� Collisions

The production of Higgs bosons in �� collisions ����� can be exploited to determine
important properties of these particles� in particular the two�photon width� The H��
coupling is built up by loops of charged particles� If the mass of the loop particle is
generated through the Higgs mechanism� the decoupling of the heavy particles is lifted
and the �� width re�ects the spectrum of these states with masses possibly far above
the Higgs mass�

Together with the measurement of the branching ratio BR�� at the LHC� or if
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Figure ��
�� Dilepton recoil mass analysis of Higgs�strahlung e�e� � ZH � l�l� $
anything in the intermediate Higgs mass range for MH � ��� GeV� The c�m� energy
is
p
s���� GeV and the integrated luminosity

R L ��� fb�� Ref�������

enough events can be generated at e�e� linear colliders in Higgs�strahlung� the mea�
surement of the �� partial width can be used to determine the total width of the Higgs
boson in a range where it cannot be resolved experimentally�

The two�photon width is related to the �� production cross section by


���Jz�� � H� �
����&�H � ���

MH
�BW ���
��

where BW denotes the Breit�Wigner resonance factor in terms of the energy squared�
For narrow Higgs bosons the observed cross section is found by folding the parton cross
section with the invariant �� energy �ux �dL���d� for J��

z � � at � �M�
H�see�

The event rate for the production of Higgs bosons in �� collisions of Weizs�acker�
Williams photons is too small to play a r�ole in practice� However� the rate is su ciently
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large if the photon spectra are generated by Compton back�scattering of laser light�
Fig���
�� the �� luminosity in such a Compton collider is expected to be only slightly
smaller than the luminosity in e�e� collisions� In the Higgs mass range between ���
and ��� GeV� the �nal state consists primarily of bb pairs� The large �� continuum
background is suppressed in the J��

z � � polarization state� For Higgs masses above
��� GeV� WW �nal states become dominant� supplemented in the ratio ��
 by ZZ
�nal states above the ZZ decay threshold� While the continuum WW background in
�� collisions is very large� the ZZ background appears under control for masses up to
order ��� GeV ����� The error on the partial �� decay width of the Higgs boson is
expected in the range of ��" ����� �����

Additional sources of Higgs bosons are provided by e� collisions ������ The process
e� � �WH is generated at the tree level while Higgs production in e� � eH proceeds
through the fusion of the real and virtual photon� For

p
s � ��� GeV the cross sections

are larger than �� fb for Higgs masses below 
�� GeV� For
p
s � �� GeV� this limit

is raised to ��� GeV in the �WH process� with an initial cross section of ��� fb for a
Higgs mass of ��� GeV�

Figure ��
�� Production rate of Standard Model Higgs bosons into the three exclusive
�nal states relevant for the intermediate� and heavy mass regions in �� collisions� A
value of � � ����fb��GeV is assumed for dL���dW�� � Ref�������
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��	�� The Pro�le of the Higgs Particle

To establish the Higgs mechanism experimentally� the nature of this particle must
be explored by measuring all its characteristics� the mass and lifetime� the external
quantum numbers spin�parity� the couplings to gauge bosons and fermions� and last
but not least the self�couplings� This program can be realized at e�e� colliders in
consecutive steps�

The mass of the Higgs particle can be determined at e�e� linear colliders very
precisely� This can be achieved by exploiting the kinematical constraints in the four�
jet topology� the � ��q�q �nal state and the leptonic channels in Higgs�strahlung events
������ For an integrated luminosity

R L � �� fb� at ps � ��� GeV� a precision of
��� MeV can be reached� at this level� systematic errors due to the measurement of
the beam energy can still be neglected�

The width of the state� i�e� the lifetime of the particle� can be measured directly
above the ZZ decay threshold where the width grows rapidly� In the lower part of
the intermediate mass range the width can be measured indirectly by combining the
branching ratio for H � ��� accessible at the LHC� with the measurement of the
partial �� width� accessible through �� production at a Compton collider� In the
upper part of the intermediate mass range� the combination of the branching ratios for
H � WW�ZZ decays with the production cross sections for WW fusion and Higgs�
strahlung� which can be expressed both through the partial Higgs�decay widths toWW
and ZZ pairs� will allow us to extract the width of the Higgs particle� Thus� the width
of the Higgs particle will be determined throughout the entire possible mass range if
the experimental results from LHC� e�e� and optional �� colliders can be combined�

The angular distribution of the Z�H bosons in the Higgs�strahlung process is sen�
sitive to the spin and parity of the Higgs particle ���� Since the production amplitude
is given by A���� � ��Z� � ��Z� the Z boson is produced in a state of longitudinal po�
larization at high energies � in accord with the equivalence theorem� As a result� the
angular distribution

d
�d cos � � sin� � $ M�
Z���s� ���

�

approaches the spin�zero sin� � law asymptotically� This may be contrasted with the
distribution � � $ cos� � for negative parity states which follows from the transverse
polarization amplitude A���� � ��Z� � ��Z � �kZ � It is also characteristically di�erent
from the distribution of the background process e�e� � ZZ which� as a result of t�u�
channel e exchange� is strongly peaked in the forward�backward direction� Fig���
��

Since the fundamental particles acquire masses through the interaction with the
Higgs �eld� the strength of the Higgs couplings to fermions and gauge bosons is set by
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Figure ��
�� Left� Angular distribution of Z�H bosons in Higgs�strahlung� compared
with the production of pseudoscalar particles and the ZZ background �nal states�
Ref������ Right� The same for the signal plus background in the experimental simu�
lation of Ref�������

the masses of these particles� It will therefore be a very important task to measure
the Higgs couplings to the fundamental particles� which are uniquely predicted by the
very nature of the Higgs mechanism� The Higgs couplings to massive gauge bosons
can be determined from the production cross sections with an accuracy of �� "� the
HZZ coupling in the Higgs�strahlung and the HWW coupling in the fusion process�
For Higgs couplings to fermions� either loop e�ects in H � gg� �� �mediated by top
quarks� must be exploited� or the branching ratios H � b�b� c�c� ���� in the lower part of
the intermediate mass range� they provide a direct determination of the Higgs Yukawa
couplings to these fermions� This is exempli�ed for a Higgs mass of ��� GeV in Fig���
��

The Yukawa coupling of the intermediate Higgs boson to the top quark in the range
MH � �
� GeV can be measured directly in the bremsstrahlung process e�e� � t�tH in
which primarily the top quarks radiate the Higgs boson in high energy e�e� collisions
������ Since the top quark is very heavy� the ttH coupling may eventually provide
essential clues to the nature of the mechanism breaking the electroweak symmetries�
Even though the experiment is di cult due to the small cross section� Fig���
�� and the
complex topology of the bbbbWW �nal state� this analysis is an important experimental
task to explore the electroweak symmetry breaking� For large Higgs masses above the
t�t threshold� the decay channel H � t�t increases the cross section of e�e� � t�tZ
through the reaction e�e� � ZH�� t�t� ������ Higgs exchange between t�t quarks also
a�ects the excitation curve near the threshold at a level of a few percent�
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�� The measurement of decay branching ratios of the SM Higgs boson for
MH � ��� GeV� In the bottom part of the �gure the small error bar belongs to the �
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Figure ��
�� The cross section for bremsstrahlung of SM Higgs bosons o top quarks
in the Yukawa process e�e� � t�tH� �The amplitude for radiation o the intermediate
Z�boson line is small�� Ref�������
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The Higgs mechanism� based on a non�zero value of the Higgs �eld in the vac�
uum� must �nally be made manifest experimentally by reconstructing the interaction

potential which generates the non�zero Higgs �eld in the vacuum� This program can
be carried out by measuring the strength of the trilinear and quartic self�couplings of
the Higgs particles� This is a very di cult task since the processes to be exploited are
suppressed by small couplings and phase space� Nevertheless� the problem can be solved
in the high energy phase of the e�e� linear colliders for su ciently high luminosities
���
�� The best suited reaction for the measurement of the trilinear coupling for Higgs
masses in the theoretically preferredO���� GeV� mass range� is theWW fusion process

e�e� � ��e�eHH

in which� among other mechanisms� the two�Higgs �nal state is generated by the s�
channel exchange of a virtual Higgs particle so that this process is sensitive to the
trilinearHHH coupling in the Higgs potential� Since the cross section is only a fraction
of � fb at an energy of � ��� TeV� an integrated luminosity of � �� ��� fb� is needed
to isolate the events� The quartic coupling H� seems to be accessible only through
loop e�ects in the foreseeable future�

To sum up� we conclude from the preceding discussion that e�e� linear colliders
with energies in the range of ��� to ��� GeV are the ideal instruments to search
for Higgs particles in the intermediate mass range� a priori the theoretically most
attractive range� and to establish its characteristic properties experimentally� In the
high energy phase of the colliders� important parameters of the Higgs potential can
be reconstructed which are necessary for generating the spontaneous breaking of the
electroweak symmetries�

��� Supersymmetry

Even though no direct experimental evidence has emerged yet for the existence of
supersymmetry ��� in Nature� the concept has so many attractive features that it may
be considered as a prime target of present and future experimental particle research�
Arguments in favor of supersymmetry are deeply rooted in particle physics� Super�
symmetry uni�es matter and forces� and if realized locally� it plays a crucial r�ole in
a quantum theory of gravity� In relating particles of di�erent spins to each other�
fermions and bosons� low�energy supersymmetry stabilizes the masses of fundamental
Higgs scalars in the context of very high energy scales associated with grand uni�cation
������ Besides solving this part of the hierarchy problem� supersymmetry may even be
closely related to the physical origin of the Higgs mechanism itself ������ In super�
gravity inspired realizations of supersymmetric theories ����� incorporating universal
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scalar masses at the scale of the grand uni�cation� one of the scalar masses squared
can evolve down to negative values and thus induce spontaneous symmetry breaking
in the electroweak sector� This is possible if the top mass has a value between ���
and 
�� GeV� all other masses squared of squarks and sleptons remain positive so that
U���EM and SU���C are unbroken�

The minimal supersymmetric extension of the Standard Model ������ MSSM� is
based on the symmetry group SU����SU�
��U��� of the Standard Model� The gaug�
inos are the supersymmetric spin�� partners of the gauge bosons� The matter particles�
quarks and leptons� are associated with scalar supersymmetric particles� squarks and
sleptons� To preserve supersymmetry and to keep the theory free of anomalies� two
Higgs doublets are needed� the supersymmetric partners of which are spin�

�
higgsi�

nos� Charged�neutral higgsinos mix in general with the non�colored gauginos� forming
charginos and neutralinos� Supersymmetric partners carry a multiplicative quantum
number R � �� �R � $� for ordinary particles� which is conserved in this model�
Supersymmetric particles are therefore generated in pairs and the lightest supersym�
metric particle �LSP � is stable� This particle is in general identi�ed with the lightest
neutralino� but it could also be the sneutrino�

Strong support for supersymmetry and the particle spectrum of the minimal su�
persymmetric standard model in the mass range of several hundred GeV follows from
the high�precision measurement of the electroweak mixing angle sin� �w ��
�� �
��� The
value predicted by the MSSM� sin� �w � ��
��� � ������� is matched surprisingly well
by the value determined by the LEP and other experiments� sin� �w � ��
�����������
the theoretical uncertainty being less than 
 per mille�

In the simplest realization of supersymmetric grand uni�ed theories� with the super�
symmetry breaking parameters taken to be universal at the GUT scale� �ve parameters
specify the supersymmetric particle sector� They can be chosen as the �universal� scalar
mass parameter m�� the �universal� gaugino mass M��� tan �� the ratio of the vacuum
expectation values v��v associated with the two neutral Higgs �elds� the �universal�
trilinear scalar coupling A�� and the sign of �� the Higgs mass parameter in the super�
potential� Evolving the universal mass parameters from the GUT scale down to the
electroweak scale� the entire spectrum of the Higgs particles and the supersymmetric
particles can be generated� see� for example� the analysis in Ref���

�� It is well�known
that the mass of the lightest Higgs particle is less than about ��� GeV in the MSSM�
this bound follows from the fact that the quartic couplings are given by the gauge
couplings� The non�colored particles� charginos�neutralinos and sleptons� are in gen�
eral signi�cantly lighter than colored particles in this scenario� The lightest of these
particles can have masses in the range of ��� to 
�� GeV�
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This general discussion is quanti�ed in Table ��� for a few illustrative examples�
The input parameters �m��M��� A�� tan�� sgn �� have been chosen such that they are
compatible with constraints on the low�energy MSSM from the b � s� decays ��
���
demanding � � ���� � BR�b � s�� � � � ����� Moreover� cosmological constraints are
taken into account by requiring the matter density in the universe� primarily composed
of relic neutralinos� to be bounded as predicted in the mixed hot�cold dark matter sce�
nario� /h� � ���� to ���� or more generally� by /h� � � as required by the age of
the universe ��
��� The mass parameters have been computed within the approximate
solutions of Refs���
�� �
��� The particles of Table ��� which are accessible at a c�m� en�
ergy of

p
s � ��� GeV are marked by one asterisk� the particles which are accessible at

� TeV� by two asterisks� All other particles in the table can be produced at a c�m� en�
ergy of about 
 TeV� The range of the masses is illustrated for the two points B and
G in Fig���
�
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Figure ��
� Illustration of supersymmetric particle masses in two typical points of the
parameter space of minimal supergravity�

��
�� SUSY Higgs Particles

One of the prime arguments for introducing supersymmetry is the solution of the
hierarchy problem� By assigning fermions and bosons to common multiplets� large
radiative corrections can be canceled in a natural way ����� by adding up bosonic and
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Point A B C D E F G

SGUT Parameters

m� �
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��
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�� ��� 

�
A� � � � � � � ����
tan � 
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sgn��� � � $ � $ $ $

Mass Parameters
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Table ���� Typical mass spectra of supersymmetric particles derived from vari�
ous sets of supergravity parameters� Particles with one asterisk can be produced
at collider energies of

p
s � ��� GeV� with two asterisks at � TeV� all the par�

ticles can be produced at about � TeV� �Particles which are located just at the
borderline between two collider energies� are characterized by oblique strokes��
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opposite�sign fermionic loops� As a result of the bosonic�fermionic supersymmetry�
Higgs bosons can be retained as elementary spin�zero particles with masses close to
the scale of the electroweak symmetry breaking even in the context of very high grand
uni�cation scales� The minimal supersymmetric extension of the Standard Model serves
as a useful guideline into this area� Only a few phenomena are speci�c to this minimal
version� many of the characteristic patterns are realized also in more general extensions�
High�energy e�e� colliders can easily cope with the experimental problems in such
general scenarios since methods of analysis appropriate to these machines are quite
robust� and do not rely upon speci�c favorable circumstances�

The Higgs spectrum in the MSSM consists of �ve particles ��
�� �
�� h��H�� A�

and H�� the states h��H� and A� being CP even and odd� respectively� Besides the
masses� two mixing angles de�ne the properties of the scalar particles and their interac�
tions with gauge bosons and fermions� the ratio of the two vacuum expectation values
tan� � v��v and a mixing angle � in the neutral CP�even sector� Supersymmetry
leads to several relations among these parameters and� in fact� only two of them are
independent� These relations impose� at the tree�level� a strong hierarchical structure
on the mass spectrum �Mh � MZ �MA � MH and MW � MH�� which however is bro�
ken by radiative corrections � GFm

�
t log 'm

�
t�m

�
t for the large top quark mass ��
�� �c�f�

Fig���
���

Figure ��
�� The masses of the Higgs bosons in the Minimal Supersymmetric Standard
Model MSSM for two representative values of tan � � ��� and ���

The couplings of the neutral Higgs bosons to fermions and gauge bosons will in
general depend on the angles � and �� The pseudoscalar boson A� does not have
tree�level couplings to gauge bosons� and its couplings to �up� down type fermions are
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�inversely� proportional to tan �� The couplings are in general strongly dependent on
the input parameter tan � and the masses� The couplings to down �up� type fermions
are enhanced �suppressed� compared to the SM Higgs couplings� IfMh is very close to
its upper limit for a given value of tan�� the couplings to fermions and gauge bosons
are SM like� this decoupling limit ����� is realized if the pseudoscalar massMA exceeds
��� GeV�

a� Decays

The lightest neutral Higgs boson h� will decay mainly into fermion pairs since its mass
is smaller than � ��� GeV� Fig����� �c�f� Ref������ for a comprehensive summary��
This is� in general� also the dominant decay mode of the pseudoscalar boson A�� For
values of tan� larger than unity and for masses less than � ��� GeV� the main decay
modes of the neutral Higgs bosons are decays into b�b and ���� pairs� the branching
ratios are of order � ��" and "� respectively� The decays into c�c pairs and gluons
are suppressed especially for large tan �� For large masses� the top decay channels
H�� A� � t�t open up� yet for large tan� this mode remains suppressed and the neutral
Higgs bosons decay almost exclusively into b�b and ���� pairs� If the mass is high
enough� the heavy CP�even Higgs boson H� can in principle decay into weak gauge
bosons� H� � WW�ZZ� Since the partial widths are proportional to cos������� they
are strongly suppressed in general� and the gold�plated ZZ signal of the heavy Higgs
boson in the Standard Model is lost in the supersymmetric extension� As a result� the
total widths of the Higgs bosons are much smaller in supersymmetric theories than in
the Standard Model� c�f� Fig�����

The heavy neutral Higgs boson H� can also decay into two lighter Higgs bosons�
Other possible channels are Higgs cascade decays and decays into supersymmetric
particles ���
������ Fig����
� In addition to light sfermions� Higgs boson decays into
charginos and neutralinos could eventually be important� These new channels are
kinematically accessible at least for the heavy Higgs bosons H�� A� and H�� in fact� the
branching fractions can be very large and they can become dominant in some regions of
the MSSM parameter space� Decays of h� into the lightest neutralinos �LSP � are also
important� exceeding ��" in some parts of the SUSY parameter space� These decays
strongly a�ect experimental search techniques� In particular� neutral Higgs decays into
the LSP which would be invisible� could jeopardize the search for the Higgs particles
at hadron colliders where these decay modes are very di cult to detect� At e�e�

colliders however� missing mass techniques allow us to �nd these events easily� this is
most obvious for the CP�even Higgs bosons which can be produced in association with
the Z boson�
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Figure ����� Branching ratios of the main decay modes of the �ve MSSM Higgs bosons
to SM particles and in cascade decays for tan � � ���� Refs������ �����
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Figure ����� Total SM plus cascade decay widths of the �ve MSSM Higgs bosons for
tan � � ����

Figure ���
� Decays of MSSM Higgs bosons to charginos
neutralinos and sfermions�
Ref������ �����
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The charged Higgs particles decay into fermions but also� if allowed kinematically�
into the lightest neutral Higgs and a W boson� Below the tb and Wh thresholds�
the charged Higgs particles will decay mostly into ��� and c�s pairs� the former being
dominant for tan � 	 �� For large MH� values� the top�bottom decay mode H� � t�b
becomes dominant� In some parts of the SUSY parameter space� decays into super�
symmetric particles may exceed �� percent�

Adding up the various decay modes� the width of all �ve Higgs bosons remains very
narrow� being of order �� GeV even for large masses�

b� Production

The search for the neutral SUSY Higgs bosons at e�e� colliders will be a straight�
forward extension of the search performed at LEP
� which is expected to cover the
mass range up to � �� to ��� GeV for neutral Higgs bosons� depending on tan��
Higher energies�

p
s in excess of 
�� GeV� are required to sweep the entire parameter

space of the MSSM�

The main production mechanisms of neutral Higgs bosons at e�e� colliders ��
�
���� ���� are the Higgs�strahlung process and associated pair production� as well as
the fusion processes�

�a� Higgs� strahlung e�e�
Z�� Z $ h�H

�b� Pair Production e�e�
Z�� A$ h�H

�c� Fusion Processes e�e�
WW�� �e �e $ h�H

e�e�
ZZ�� e�e� $ h�H

The CP�odd Higgs boson A� cannot be produced in fusion processes to leading order�
The cross sections for the four Higgs�strahlung and pair production processes can be
expressed as


�e�e� � Z $ h�H� � sin� � cos��� � �� 
SM


�e�e� � A$ h�H� � cos� � sin��� � �� �� 
SM ���
��

where 
SM is the SM cross section for Higgs�strahlung and the coe cient �� � �
���
Aj ��

��
Zj

accounts for the suppression of the P�wave Ah�H cross sections near the threshold�

The cross sections for the Higgs�strahlung and for the pair production� likewise the
cross sections for the production of the light and the heavy neutral Higgs bosons h�

and H�� are mutually complementary to each other� coming either with coe cients
sin������ or cos������� As a result� since 
SM is large� at least the lightest CP�even
Higgs boson must be detected�
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Figure ����� Production cross sections of MSSM Higgs bosons at
p
s � ��� GeV� Higgs�

strahlung and pair production� upper part� neutral Higgs bosons� lower part� charged
Higgs bosons� Ref�������
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Representative examples of the cross sections for the production mechanisms of
the neutral Higgs bosons are shown as a function of the Higgs masses in Fig����� for
tan� � ��� and ��� The cross section for hZ is large for Mh near the maximum value
�allowed for tan��� where it is of order �� fb� corresponding to � 
���� events for an
integrated luminosity of �� fb�� By contrast� the cross section for HZ is large if Mh

is su ciently below the maximum value associated with tan � �implying small MH ��
For h� and for light H�� the signals consist of a Z boson accompanied by a b�b or ����

pair� The signal is easy to separate from the background which comes mainly from ZZ
production if the Higgs mass is close to MZ � For the associated channels e�e� � Ah
and AH� the situation is opposite to the previous case� The cross section for Ah
is large for light h� whereas AH pair production is the dominant mechanism in the
complementary region for heavy H� and A� bosons� The sum of the two cross sections
decreases from � �� to �� fb if MA increases from � �� to 
�� GeV at

p
s � ��� GeV�

In major parts of the parameter space� the signals consist of four b quarks in the �nal
state� requiring facilities for e cient b quark tagging� Mass constraints will help to
eliminate the backgrounds from QCD jets and ZZ �nal states� For the WW fusion
mechanism� the cross sections are larger than for Higgs�strahlung if the Higgs mass is
moderately small � less than ��� GeV at

p
s � ��� GeV� However� since the �nal state

cannot be fully reconstructed� the signal is more di cult to extract� As in the case of
the Higgs�strahlung processes� the production of light h� and heavy H� Higgs bosons
complement each other in WW fusion too�

Once the heavy Higgs particles H� and A� are discovered� the negative parity of the
pseudoscalar Higgs boson A� must be established� For large A��H� masses the decays
to t�t �nal states can be used to discriminate between the di�erent parity assignments
������ For example� the W� and W� bosons of the t and �t decays tend to be emitted
parallel and anti�parallel for A� and H� decays� respectively� in the plane perpendicular
to the t�t axis� For light A��H� masses� �� collisions appear to provide a viable solution
������ The fusion of Higgs particles by linearly polarized photon beams depends on
the angle between the polarization vectors� For scalar �� particles the production
amplitude � �� ���� is non�zero only for parallel polarization vectors while pseudoscalar
particles �� with amplitudes � ������ require perpendicular polarization vectors� The
experimental set�up for Compton back�scattering of laser light can be tuned in such a
way that the linear polarization of the generated hard photon beams approaches values
close to ���"� This method requires high luminosities�

The charged Higgs bosons� if lighter than the top quark� can be produced in top
decays� t � b $ H�� with a branching ratio varying between 
" and 
�" in the
kinematically allowed region� Since the cross section for top pair production is of order
��� pb at

p
s � ��� GeV� this corresponds to ����� to ������ charged Higgs bosons at

a luminosity of �� fb�� Since for tan � larger than unity� the charged Higgs bosons
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will decay mainly into ��� � this results in a surplus of � �nal states over e� � �nal
states in t decays� an apparent breaking of lepton universality� For large Higgs masses
the dominant decay mode is the top decay H� � tb� In this case the charged Higgs
particles must be pair produced in e�e� colliders�

e�e� � H�H�

The cross section depends only on the charged Higgs mass� It is of order ��� fb for
small Higgs masses at

p
s � ��� GeV� but it drops very quickly due to the P�wave

suppression � �� near the threshold� For MH� � 
�� GeV� the cross section falls to a
level of � � fb� which for an integrated luminosity of �� fb� corresponds to 
�� events�
The cross section is considerably larger for �� collisions�

The reconstruction of the Higgs potential is much more complicated in supersym�
metric theories than in the Standard Model since a large ensemble of trilinear and
quartic couplings between the Higgs particles are predicted in two�doublet scenarios�
Nevertheless� it has been demonstrated that from Higgs cascade decays like H � hh�
and also from Higgs pair production in the continuum� trilinear couplings can be re�
constructed in part of the Higgs parameter space ������

Experimental search strategies have been summarized for neutral Higgs bosons
in Refs����� ���� and charged Higgs bosons in Ref������� Examples of the results
for Higgs�strahlung Zh�ZH and pair production Ah� AH and H�H� are given in
Fig������ Visible as well as invisible decays are under experimental control already for
an integrated luminosity of �� fb��

c� Experimental Summary

The preceding discussion of the MSSM Higgs sector at e�e� linear colliders can be
summarized in the following two points�

�i� The lightest CP�even Higgs particle h� can be detected in the entire range of the
MSSM parameter space� either via the Higgs�strahlung process e�e� � hZ or via pair
production e�e� � hA� This conclusion holds true even at a c�m� energy of 
�� GeV�
independently of the squark mass values� it is also valid if decays to invisible neutralino
and other SUSY particles will be realized�

�ii� The area in the parameter space where all SUSY Higgs bosons can be discovered at

e�e� colliders is characterized byMH �MA

� 

�

p
s� independently of tan �� The h��H�

Higgs bosons can be produced either using Higgs�strahlung or using Ah�AH associated
production� charged Higgs bosons will be produced in H�H� pairs�

The properties of the SUSY Higgs bosons can be explored in the same way as the
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Higgs particle of the Standard Model so that the pro�le of the Higgs particles can be
reconstructed in supersymmetric theories�

d� Non�Minimal Supersymmetric Extensions

The minimal supersymmetric extension of the Standard Model �MSSM� may appear
very restrictive for supersymmetric theories in general� in particular in the Higgs sector
where the quartic couplings are identi�ed with the gauge couplings� However� it turns
out that the mass pattern of the MSSM is quite typical if the theory is assumed to be
valid up to the GUT scale � the motivation for supersymmetry per se� This general
pattern has been studied thoroughly within the next�to�minimal extension� The MSSM�
incorporating two Higgs isodoublets� is augmented by introducing an isosinglet �eld
N � This extension leads to a model ����� ��
� which is generally referred to as the
�M$��SSM�

The additional Higgs singlet can solve the so�called ��problem �i�e� to explain why
� � O�MW �� by eliminating the � higgsino parameter in the potential and replacing
its e�ect by the vacuum expectation value of the N �eld� which can be naturally
related to the usual vacuum expectation values of the Higgs isodoublet �elds� In
this scenario the superpotential involves the two trilinear couplings HH�N and N��
The consequences of this extended Higgs sector will be outlined below in the context
of �s�grand uni�cation including universal soft breaking terms of the supersymmetry
���
��

The Higgs spectrum of the �M$��SSM includes� besides the minimal set of Higgs
particles� one additional scalar and pseudoscalar Higgs particle� The neutral Higgs
particles are in general mixtures of the iso�scalar doublets� which couple toW�Z bosons
and fermions� and the iso�scalar singlet� decoupled from the non�Higgs sector� The
trilinear self�interactions contribute to the masses of the Higgs particles� In contrast
to the minimal model� the mass of the charged Higgs particle could be smaller than
the W mass� Since the trilinear couplings increase with energy� upper bounds on
the mass of the lightest neutral Higgs boson h� can be derived� in analogy to the
Standard Model� from the assumption that the theory be valid up to the GUT scale�

m�h��

� ��� GeV� Thus despite the additional interactions� the distinct pattern of

the minimal extension remains valid also in more complex supersymmetric scenarios
������ In fact� the mass bound of ��� GeV for the lightest Higgs particle is realized in
almost all supersymmetric theories� If h� is �nearly� pure iso�scalar� it decouples from
the gauge boson and fermion system and its r�ole is taken by the next Higgs particle
with a large isodoublet component� implying the validity of the mass bound again�

The couplings Ri of the CP�even neutral Higgs particles h�i to the Z boson� ZZh�i �
are de�ned relative to the usual SM coupling� If the Higgs particle h� is primarily
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isosinglet� the coupling R is small and the particle cannot be produced by Higgs�
strahlung� However� in this case h�� is generally light and couples with su cient strength
to the Z boson� if not� h�� plays this r�ole� This scenario is quanti�ed in Fig����� where

Figure ����� The couplings ZZh and ZZh� of the two lightest CP�even Higgs bosons
in the next�to�minimal supersymmetric extension of the Standard Model� �M$��SSM �
The solid lines indicate the accessible range at LEP�� the dotted lines for an energy of
��� GeV� The scatter plots are solutions for an ensemble of possible SUSY parameters
de�ned at the scale of grand uni�cation� Ref�������

the couplings R and R� are shown for the ensemble of allowed Higgs masses m�h��
and m�h��� �adopted from Ref������� see also Ref����
� ������ Two di�erent regions exist
within the GUT �M$��SSM� A densely populated region with R � � and m 	
�� GeV� and a tail with R � � to �� � and small m� Within this tail� the lightest
Higgs boson is essentially a gauge singlet state so that it can escape detection at LEP
�full�solid lines�� If the lightest Higgs boson is essentially a gauge singlet� the second
lightest Higgs particle cannot be heavy� In the tail of diagram ����a the mass of the
second Higgs boson h�� varies between � GeV and� essentially� the general upper limit
of � ��� GeV� h�� couples with full strength to Z bosons� R� � �� If in the tail of
diagram ����b this coupling becomes weak� the third Higgs boson will �nally take the
r�ole of the leading light particle�

To summarize� Experiments at e�e� colliders are in a no�lose situation ����� for
detecting the Higgs particles in general supersymmetric theories even for c�m� energies
as low as

p
s � ��� GeV�
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��
�� Supersymmetric Particles

The only guidelines for estimating the mass spectra of supersymmetric particles� follow
from the embedding of low�energy supersymmetry into grand uni�ed theories and the
requirement of avoiding the �ne tuning of parameters� The second principle is hard to
quantify� yet for plausible scenarios such as those presented in Table ���� the spectra
do conform to this principle� The embedding of low�energy supersymmetry into super�
gravity scenarios with universal soft SUSY�breaking parameters� reduces the number
of free parameters� generally of order one hundred� to a few� In addition� problems of
CP violation are removed etc� Given that the large ensemble of masses and mixing an�
gles is reduced to a small number� many relations can be found among the observables
which can be scrutinized with high accuracy�

It is evident from the table of masses derived for various SGUT scenarios that a
large number of particles can be expected which are accessible in the �rst phase of the
e�e� linear colliders� In particular� the color�neutral charginos�neutralinos and slep�
tons� lighter than the colored squarks and gluinos� can be produced in e�e� collisions
and studied thoroughly in the clean environment of these machines� Moreover� stop
particles could be light as well� partly a result of mixing e�ects induced by the large
Yukawa coupling between L and R states in this sector� The experiments at e�e�

colliders will not only allow high�precision measurements of masses and couplings� but
also of such subtle e�ects as mixings�

a� Charginos and Neutralinos

The ensemble of the two charginos '��i and the four neutralinos '�
�
i � mixtures of the �non�

colored� gauginos and higgsinos� include the lightest supersymmetric particle �LSP � in
a large part of parameter space� In the MSSM with conserved R�parity� the neutralino
'�� with the smallest mass is in general the lightest supersymmetric particle and sta�
ble� Only in exceptional cases sneutrinos are the lightest SUSY particles� The heavier
neutralinos and the charginos decay into �possibly virtual� gauge and Higgs bosons
plus the LSP � '��i � '�� $ Z�W and '�� $ H� or if they are heavy enough� into neu�
tralino�chargino cascades� and sleptons plus leptons ������ At the end of the cascades�
the events will consist of jet pairs� leptons and LSP #s which escape undetected�

Neutralinos and charginos are easy to detect and to study with high accuracy at
e�e� colliders� They are produced in pairs

e�e� � '��i '�
�
j �i� j � �� 
�

e�e� � '��i '�
�
j �i� j � �� ��� ��
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through s�channel �� Z exchange and t�channel sneutrino or selectron exchange� �Ex�
perimental details are presented in the second appendix�� The accessible SUSY pa�
rameter range in the ���M�� plane is shown in Fig����� for the production of various
chargino and neutralino pairs at ��� GeV colliders� �� is the higgsino mass parameter
while M� is the SU�
� gaugino mass� the U��� gaugino mass M is generally assumed
to be related to M�� with a coe cient ��� tan� �w� motivated by supergravity models��
Compared to the region which can be explored by LEP
� a substantial extension can
be anticipated� Since the cross sections are as large as O���� fb�� enough events will be
produced to discover these particles for masses nearly up to the kinematical limit� In
fact� it has been demonstrated by detailed experimental simulations that charginos can
be detected with masses up to the beam energy if the mass di�erence m�'�� ��m�'���
is su ciently large ������
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Figure ����� Left� The impact of chargino searches in the ���M�� plane of the MSSM for
tan� � 
 at

p
s � ��� GeV� The hatched region is covered by LEP�� in the grey region

the chargino mass exceeds the limit of m	���
� 
�� GeV� The curves a�b�c correspond

to mass dierences m	���
�m	��

�
of ��� �� and �� GeV� respectively� Ref������� Right�

Supersymmetry parameter space ���M�� for neutralino production for tan � � � atp
s � ��� GeV� Shown are the limits for e�e� � '��i '�

�
j in the combinations� �� �solid	�

�� �short dashes	� �� �dots	� �� �dot�dashes	� �� �long dashes	� Ref�������

The properties of the neutralinos and charginos can be studied in great detail at
e�e� colliders� The decay energy spectrum in '�� � '��$W

� allows us to measure the
mass of the '�� particle within �m	��

�
� ��� GeV� and even better for the neutralino� c�f�
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Fig����� From the fast onset � � of the spin�� excitation curve near the threshold�
the masses can be measured very accurately� Performing a threshold scan� the error
on the '�� mass can be reduced to a very small value� Accuracies on the '�

�
 and '�

�


masses of

�m	��
�
	 ��� MeV

�m	��
�
	 ��� MeV

can �nally be achieved�

Using polarized e� beams� the decomposition of the states� '�� � � 'W� $ � 'H�

into Wino and higgsino components can be determined ���������� In general� both the
Wino and higgsino components of the charginos are produced through s�channel �� Z
exchange� Fig������ However� at high energies � and Z are demixed to B��W � bosons
so that only the higgsino component is generated for right�handedly polarized electrons�
In the second diagram� describing the t�channel '�L exchange� only the Wino component
couples which can be switched o��on by operating right�left polarized beams� Since
the energy and angular dependence are di�erent for the two states of L�R polarization�
the mixing parameters � and � can be determined directly� Similar techniques can be
applied for neutralinos�
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γ,Z

W
~

:
R⇒0

χ̃+

χ̃− : (W
~ −,H

~ −)
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~ −)

Figure ����� Mechanisms contributing to the production of charginos in e�e� collisions�
Given are the gaugino
higgsino components that can be excited in s� and t�channel
diagrams� also indicated is the impact of right�handed electron polarization�

In some areas of the parameter space of supergravity models� spectacular single��
and �� �nal states are predicted in e�e� collisions ���
�� In these models the lightest
neutralino may decay into a photon � plus a gravitino 'G which escapes undetected� or
the '�� 'G �nal state is produced directly�

e�e� � '�� 'G � � 'G 'G� � $ �E

e�e� � '��'�
�
 � �� 'G 'G � �� $ �E
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Figure ���� Upper part� Threshold behavior of the cross section for e�e� � '�� '�
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including initial�state radiation and beamstrahlung� Lower part� Simulation of the
energy spectrum in the decay '�� � '��$jj based on the input values m	��

�
� ���
 GeV

and m	��
�
� �� GeV at

p
s � ��� GeV� Ref�������
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The most important background events to these processes are generated by the
radiative return to the Z� e�e� � n� $Z with the Z decaying into pairs of neutrinos�
This background can be eliminated by requiring the invariant missing mass� represented
by �E� to be below the Z mass� �Pure photonic events can also be generated in e�e� �
'�� '�

�
� and '�

�
�'�

�
� when the branching ratio for decays '�

�
� � � '�� is non�negligible��

b� Sleptons

The superpartners of the right�handed leptons decay into the associated SM partners
and neutralinos�charginos� In major parts of the SUSY parameter space the dominant
decay mode is '�R � �$ '�� ������ For the superpartners of the left�chiral sleptons� the
decay pattern is more complicated since� besides the '�� channels� decays into leptons
and charginos can also occur� In e�e� collisions� sleptons are produced in pairs�

e�e� � '��L '�
�
L � '��R'�

�
R � '��L '�

�
L � '��R '�

�
R

e�e� � 'e�L'e
�
L � 'e�R'e

�
R � 'e�L'e

�
R � 'e�R'e

�
L

e�e� � '�eL�'�eL � '��L�'��L � '��L�'��L

For charged sleptons� the production proceeds via �� Z exchange in the s�channel� In
the case of selectrons� additional t�channel neutralino exchange is present� which is
also responsible for the production of the mixed left and right�chiral selectron states�
For sneutrinos� the production process is mediated by s�channel Z�exchange and� in
the case of electron�sneutrinos� by t�channel exchange of charginos in addition�

The cross sections for the pair production of sleptons are of the order of � to �� fb
�c�f� Fig����� �upper part�� so that their discovery is very easy up to the kinematical
limit ������ Enough events will be produced to study their detailed properties� From
the sharp threshold behavior of the excitation curve and�or decay spectra the masses
of the '� and '�� can be determined ���� up to a level of

�m	� � �� GeV

c�f� Fig����� �lower part�� By analyzing the angular distribution in the production
process� the spin of the sleptons can be checked to be zero� The polarization of the e�

beams will help to identify the couplings of these particles�

The opportunity to analyze the � helicity ����� in the decay '��L � ��� '�
�
 �� � L�R�

can be exploited to discriminate between the gaugino and higgsino components of '���
The gaugino component of '��� coupled in a chirality�conserving vertex� gives rise to
left�handed ��L states� the higgsino component� coupled in a chirality��ip vertex� to
right�handed ��R states� The analysis can readily be extended to the more complicated
scenario of L�R mixed '� states�
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Figure ����� Upper part� The cross section of the production of '�'� pairs in e�e�

collisions for dierent electron�beam polarizations� Lower part� Decay lepton energy
spectrum in '�R � �'�� for m	�R � ����� GeV and m	��

�
� ���� GeV at the energy

p
s

� ��� GeV� also shown is the background from WW pair production� Ref�������
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Selectrons can be produced in association with gauginos in e� collisions� e� �
'e'�� � e'��'�

�
 etc� For small '�

�
 masses� the kinematic range of the selectron mass

extends beyond the e� beam energy ������ However� it seems di cult to exploit this
window in practice� since for masses beyond the e� beam energies the rates are quite
low�

c� Stop particles

The stop particles 't may have small masses ����� compared to the other squarks for
two reasons� First� due to the large Yukawa terms� the mass term of the top squark
may evolve to much lower values than the mass terms for �rst and second generation
squarks �see e�g� Ref�������� Second� mixing due to large Yukawa terms between 'tL and
'tR leads to a large splitting of the mass values associated with the mass eigenstates 't
and 't�� Stop experiments can therefore be exploited to measure the soft SUSY�breaking
trilinear scalar coupling A� �Similar phenomena may also be observed in the 'b and '�
sectors� less pronounced though ������� In e�e� collisions the following �nal states can
be generated �����

e�e� � 't
�'t� 't�

�'t� and 't
�'t� $ cc

either by �� Z exchange for diagonal or Z exchange for mixed �nal states� The pro�
duction rates are determined by the masses and the mixing angle 0	t ����� Depending
on the mass ratios� stop particles can decay into many �nal states� For heavy states�
't� in particular ������ 'ti � t'��j � b'�

�
j � t'g or 'ti � 'bW��'bH�� among which the �rst two

modes are in general dominant�

Depending on the masses and energies� the production cross sections are generally
in the range between �� and ��� fb so that the search can be performed very e ciently
and the properties of the particles can be determined in detail� Using polarized e�

beams� both the 't mass and the mixing angle 0	t can be measured in diagonal pair
production e�e� � 't

�'t of the lightest stop state� A study of this reaction has been
performed at

p
s � ��� GeV� m	t� � �� GeV for the left�right stop mixing angle

j cos 0	tj � ���� which corresponds to the minimum of the cross section ������ The
cross sections at tree level for these parameters are 
L � ��� fb and 
R � ���� fb for
��" left� and right�polarized e� beams� respectively� Based on detailed simulations�
the experimental errors on these cross sections are estimated to be ,
L � �� fb and
,
R � ���� fb� Figure ���� shows the resulting error bands and the corresponding
error ellipse in the �m	t�� cos0	t� plane� The experimental accuracy for the 't mass and
the stop mixing angle are m	t� � �� � � GeV and j cos 0	tj � ���� � �����
The sbottom system can be treated analogously� If tan � is moderate� mixing e�ects

can be neglected� Taking m	b�
� 
�� GeV� m	b�

� 

� GeV� the cross sections and the

expected experimental errors are 
L�e�e� � 'b
�'b� � ����� ��� fb� 
R�e�e� � 'b�

�'b�� �
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� � 
�� fb for ��" left� and right�polarized e� beams� The resulting experimental
errors are m	b�

� 
�� � � GeV� m	b�
� 

� � �� GeV� With these results� the mass of

the heavier stop particle can be predicted� m	t� � 
� � �� GeV�
This prediction allows us to �x the MSSM parameters in a subtle domain� Assuming

that � and tan � are known from other neutralino�chargino experiments �e�g� � �
�
�� GeV and tan � � 
�� the soft breaking parameters of the stop and sbottom
systems can be derived� m 	Q � ����� GeV� m 	U � ���
� GeV� m 	D � 
����� GeV�
At � �
��� � GeV if cos0	t 	 �� and At � �� � � GeV if cos 0	t � ��
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Figure ����� The measurement of the light stop mass m	t� and the mixing angle 0	t of the

stop sector in e�e� � 't't for ��� left� and right�handedly polarized electron beams atp
s � ��� GeV� The central values correspond to m	t� � ��� GeV and j cos0	tj � �����
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��
�� Testing SUSY�GUT

The high precision with which masses� couplings and mixing parameters will be deter�
mined at e�e� colliders� can be exploited to test the structure of the underlying theories
������ If minimal supergravity is the fundamental theory� the observable properties of
the superparticles can be expressed by a small set of parameters de�ned at the GUT
scale� As a result� many relations can be found among the masses of the superparticles
and other observables which can stringently be tested at e�e� colliders�

An overconstrained set of observables can be collected� slepton and gaugino�neutralino
masses and production cross sections� for instance� which can be expressed by �ve basic
parameters� as shown for a few examples in Table ���� c�f� Refs� ����������

Masses � m�'lL� � m� M�� tan�

m�'lR� � m� M�� tan�
m�'�� � � M� � tan�
m�'����� � M M� � tan�

Cross Sections � 
�e�Le
� � 'e�L'e

�
L� � m� M M� � tan�


�e�Re
� � 'e�R'e

�
R� � m� M M� � tan�


�e�Le
� � '�� '�

�
 � � m� M� � tan�


�e�Re
� � '�� '�

�
 � � M� � tan�

Table ���� The dependence of a representative set of observables on the underlying
SUSY and SUGRA parameters� �The parameters are de�ned below��

Two characteristic examples ����� should illustrate the great potential of e�e� col�
liders in this context�

�i� The gaugino masses at the scale of SU�
��U��� symmetry breaking are related
to the common gaugino mass M�� at the GUT scale by the running gauge couplings�

Mi �
�i

�GUT
M�� � i � �� 
� � for U����SU�
��SU��� � ���
��

with �GUT being the gauge coupling at the uni�cation scale� The mass relation in the
non�color sector

M

M�
�
�

�
tan� �W 	 �



���
��

can be tested stringently to � ��� " by measuring the masses and production cross
sections of charginos�neutralinos and sleptons as shown in Fig����� �upper part��
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�ii� In a similar way the slepton masses can be expressed in terms of the common
scalar mass parameterm� at the GUT scale� contributions �M�

�� due to the evolution
from the GUT scale down to low energies� and the D terms related to the electroweak
symmetry breaking� The masses of the charged R�L sleptons and the sneutrino can be
written as

m��'lR� � m�
� $ �RM

�
�� � sin� �w cos 
�M�

Z

m��'lL� � m�
� $ �LM

�
�� � 

�
��� 
 sin� �W � cos 
�M�

Z

m��'�L� � m�
� $ �LM

�
�� $


�
cos 
�M�

Z ���
��

with �R � ���� and �L � ���
 determined by the solution of the evolution equations�
These expressions give rise to simple relations among slepton masses after eliminating
the common scalar mass parameter�

m��'lL��m�� '�L� � � cos� �w cos 
�M�
Z

m��'lL��m��'lR� � ��L � �R�M
�
�� � 

��� � � sin� �W � cos 
�M�
Z ���
��

The second relation follows from assuming the universality of the scalar masses� in
particular m����� � m����� within SU���� This assumption can be tested by relating
the mass di�erence between 'eL and 'eR to the SU�
� gaugino mass M��� as shown in
Fig����� �lower part��

��
�� Supersymmetry with R�Parity Violation

The most general gauge and supersymmetry invariant Lagrangian with minimal particle
content admits also the following Yukawa interactions �����

W � �ijkLiLjEk $ ��ijkLiQjDk $ ���ijkU iDjDk ���
�

where L� Q are the left�handed lepton and quark super�elds while E� D� U are the
corresponding right�handed �elds� If both lepton�number violating ��ijk and ��ijk� and
baryon�number violating ����ijk� couplings were present� they would give rise to very
fast proton decay� In the MSSM all terms in Eq����
� are eliminated by imposing a
multiplicative symmetry� R�parity� all SM particles are assigned R � $�� their super�
partners have R � �� ������ However� since the R�parity has no a priori justi�cation�
the possibilities of having either ,L �� � or ,B �� � �but not both� should be investi�
gated as well� If R�parity is broken� the model di�ers from the MSSM in two important
features�
a� The lightest SUSY particle �LSP� is not protected any more� and it can decay

into conventional particles� As a result� the signature of missing energy for MSSM
processes disappears�
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b� Supersymmetric particles can be produced singly in collisions of conventional
particles� thus extending the mass range that can be probed for a given energy�

To illustrate a typical case� the production of a single superparticle in e�e� collisions
may be outlined� Fig����
� arising from the lepton�number violating term �LLELeLiEe�
i � �� � ���
��

e�e� � '�i � l�i '�
�
k � �i '�

�
k

with the subsequent decays

'�� � '��l
��� e�l�i e

�� or e��e�i

'�� � e�l�i �e� e
�e��i

The large number of charged leptons in the �nal state can be exploited as a character�
istic signature in this scenario� These events should be clearly visible at e�e� colliders
provided the couplings �i are su ciently large� For example� at

p
s � ��� GeV single

chargino production with m�� � ��� GeV should be observed for �LLE � ���� and
a sneutrino mass in the range of ��� to ��� GeV� Depending on the couplings �LLE �
'� decays to lepton pairs �����

e�e� � '�i � e�e�� ����� ����

provide signatures that are very easy to detect experimentally�
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Figure ���
� Typical behavior of cross sections for R�parity breaking supersymmetry in
the lepton sector� Ref�������
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If the LQ �D interaction term is non�zero� leptoquark�like phenomena are predicted
to occur� This case will be discussed in detail in the following section�

��	 The Alternative
 Compositeness

In supersymmetric extensions of the Standard Model� the fundamental particles are
pointlike down to distances close to the Planck length� However� if light Higgs par�
ticles do not exist� the electroweak bosons become strongly interacting at energies of
order � TeV� As one among other physical scenarios� this could be interpreted as a
signal of composite substructures of these particles at a scale of ���� cm� Moreover�
the proliferation of quarks and leptons could be taken as evidence for possible sub�
structures of the matter particles ������ In this picture� masses and mixing angles are
a consequence of the interactions between a small number of elementary constituents �
in perfect analogy to the quark�gluon picture of hadrons� No theoretical formalism has
been set up so far which would reconcile� in a satisfactory manner� the small masses
in the Standard Model with the tiny radii of these particles which imply very large
kinetic energies of these constituents� However� the lack of theoretical formalism does
not invalidate the physical picture or its motivation�

����� Bounds on the Electron Radius

In this agnostic approach� stringent bounds have been derived from high energy scat�
tering experiments on possible non�zero radii of leptons� quarks and gauge bosons from
Z decay data ����� and Bhabha scattering ����� in e�e� collisions� as well as from
electron�quark and quark�quark scattering at HERA ����� and the Tevatron ����� re�
spectively� From these analyses the compositeness scale has been bounded to less than
���� cm�

M!ller scattering e�e� � e�e� at high energies provides a very powerful instrument
to set limits on electron compositeness� This problem has been studied in Ref�������
based on four�electron contact interactions which can be generated by the exchange of
electron constituents ������

LC �

�

%�c
�eL��eL � �eL��eL ���
��

The strength of the interaction has been set to g����� � �� The �inverse� contact scale
%c can be identi�ed� within an uncertainty of a factor of order �� with the radius of
the electron� Detailed experimental simulations have shown that M!ller scattering is
superior to Bhabha scattering in this context� a simple consequence of the bigger cross
section in the central rapidity region� The high polarization that can be achieved for
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electron beams� gives M!ller scattering another advantage� At c�m� energies of � TeV�
the bound on electron compositeness can be set to

%c 	 ��� TeV  Re

� ����cm

for an integrated luminosity of
R L � ��� fb� if polarized electrons are used� Fig������

These high�energy electron�electron scattering experiments will provide us with direct
and unambiguous limits on the radius of the electron� This is in contrast to high�
precision �g � 
�e and �g � 
�� measurements� the interpretation of which depends on
dynamical assumptions on the underlying constituent theory�
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Figure ����� Bounds on the compositeness scale of electrons� extracted from large angle
M!ller scattering e�e� � e�e�� At

p
s � � TeV the integrated luminosity is assumed

to be
R L � �fb�� Ref�������

����� Excited States

In compositeness pictures� excited states should be observed with masses of order of
the compositeness scale %c� i�e� m� � � TeV� Such states can be produced pairwise and
singly� generated by the exchange of constituents ������ e�e� � e�� e

�
� and e

�e� � e�e��
etc� Since the constituent exchange interactions are strong� the masses of the excited
states which can be probed� extend up to the kinematical limit m�e�� �

p
s for single

e� production� The decay modes of the excited states� besides magnetic dipole decays
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to gauge bosons e� � e�� eZ and �W � are contact decays e� � e$ l�l and e$ jj with
branching ratios of similar size�

����� Leptoquarks

A very exciting prediction of fermion compositeness is the existence of leptoquarks
���
�� They are novel bound states of subconstituents which build up leptons and
quarks in this scenario� While the size of the couplings to � and Z bosons follows from
the electroweak symmetries� the Yukawa couplings to leptons and quarks are bound by
experiment� In the interesting mass range� these Yukawa couplings are expected to be
weak�

These particles can also occur in grand uni�ed theories� Moreover� in supersymmet�
ric theories in which theR parity is broken� scalar particles� squarks or sleptons� may be
coupled to quarks and leptons� giving rise to production mechanisms and decay signa�
tures analogous to leptoquarks ������ However� whereas leptoquarks per se disintegrate
solely to leptons and quarks� a wide variety of decay modes is in general expected for
squarks and sleptons� including the large ensemble of standard supersymmetric decay
channels� see e�g� ������ Since leptoquark bound states in the compositeness picture
build up a tower of states with non�zero spins� the phenomenology of the two scenarios
is clearly distinct�

Leptoquarks can exist in a large variety of states carrying �liqj� or �liqj� quantum
numbers �i� j � L�R� and being scalar or vectorial in the simplest representations ������
see Table ���� They can be produced in e�e� collisions pairwise�

e�e� � LQ$ LQ

through s�channel �� Z exchange and partly through t�channel q exchange ����� �����
The cross sections for the production of scalar leptoquarks scale asymptotically as
log�s�M�

LQ��s� The cross sections for vector leptoquarks approach non�zero limits for
s�channel �� Z exchange� or they grow with s due to the t�channel q exchange until the
rise is damped by form factors ������ The typical size of the cross sections is illustrated
in Fig� �����

The particles decay to a charged lepton� or a neutrino� and a jet� giving rise to
visible �a� l�l�jj� �b� l�jj� and �c� jj �nal states� Since leptoquarks generate a peak
in the invariant �lj� mass� they are easy to detect in the cases �a� and �b� up to
mass values close to the kinematical limit ����� The discovery range extends up to

mLQ

� ����� � �����ps for scalar leptoquarks� and up to mLQ


� ���� � ����ps for
vector leptoquarks�
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Type QLQT Decay �tot�s��fb�

����S�

e�LuL
e�RuR
�edL

�

���� �S� e�RdR 


����S� �euL ���

����S�
�edL
e�LuL

�

����S� e�LdL ��


����S���

����S���

�e�uL
e�R

�dR
e�L �uL
e�R�uR

��

��

���� �S���
���� �S���

�e �dL
e�L

�dL

��
	

Type QLQT Decay �tot�s��fb�

����V���

����V���

�edR
e�RuL
e�LdR
e�RdL

	��


�

���� �V���
���� �V���

�euR
e�LuR

	�	
���

e�L
�dR

����V� e�R
�dL ���

�e�uR

���� �V� e�R�uL �	��

����V� �e �dR ��

����V�
e�L

�dR
�e�uR

���

����V� e�L �uR ���

Table ���� The total cross section 
tot�s� are given for
p
s � ���GeV and a lepto�

quark mass MLQ � 
��GeV� assuming vanishing Yukawa couplings� corrections due to
beamstrahlung and initial state radiation are included� Ref�������

�tot�pb�

MLQ�GeV�

p
s � ��� GeV

p
s � ��� GeV

�L � �R � �
����V�

����V�

����S�

����
S�

���������	��	��
��
��


��


�




��


���


����


Figure ����� Total cross section for leptoquark pair production at �xed center�of�mass
energy as a function of the leptoquark massMLQ assuming vanishing Yukawa couplings�
corrections due to beamstrahlung and ISR are included� Ref�������
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Since leptoquarks carry color� they are produced copiously ����� in hadron collisions
through the subprocesses gg� q�q� qq � LQ $ LQ� and gq � LQ $ l� Leptoquarks
can therefore be generated at the LHC with very high masses� Experiments at e�e�

colliders are nevertheless important to identify the electroweak properties of these novel
states�

��� LC and LHC
 Complementarity

In many examples the physics potential of e�e� linear colliders has already been com�
pared with the results which are expected at the high�energy hadron�collider LHC�
Any such comparison cannot be complete since only a selected set of processes has
been simulated experimentally in detail so far� This set includes most of the prob�
lems associated with electroweak symmetry breaking and the Higgs mechanism� The
detailed evaluation of supersymmetry analyses at LHC is advancing quite rapidly so
that a �nal experimental overview is not available yet of this important new physics
domain�

To illustrate the comparison in a form as clear as possible� we will discuss �rst the
individual physics issues presented in the previous sections� before cautiously attempt�
ing a more general summary�

The LHC comments are based primarily on the material presented in the ATLAS
and CMS Technical Proposals ����� analyses of the DPF studies Ref������ and results
presented at the LHCC Workshop on Supersymmetry ��
��

a� Top quark

The mass of the top quark can be measured at the LHC to an accuracy of about

 GeV by reconstructing bW �nal states� The accuracy can be improved by an order
of magnitude at the LC� a result of the high precision that can be reached in the analysis
of �t�t� production at the sharply de�ned threshold in e�e� collisions� The electroweak
properties of t quarks have not been studied yet at the LHC in detail� at the LC high
precision analyses can be carried out at the level of a few percent� The large number of
top quarks produced at the LHC allows to search for very rare �avor�changing neutral�
current decays which come with very clean signatures� such as BR�t � cZ� � �����
The sensitivity which can be reached at the LC for SUSY induced decays� t� bH� or
't'��� appears to be of a size similar to the LHC� i�e� O��"��

b� Electroweak Gauge Symmetries

The high�precision determination of theW mass with an error of about �� MeVmay be
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achieved at the LC as well as the LHC� e�e� colliders are signi�cantly better suited for
high�precision analyses of the self�couplings of the electroweak gauge bosons� This is a
consequence of the highly e cient reconstruction of W bosons from the hadron decays
in the clean environment of e�e� collisions� A comparison between the machines� based
on two�parameter variations of the self�couplings� has been performed in Ref������ the
result is reproduced in Fig������ At

p
s � ��� TeV the precision achieved at the LC is

one order of magnitude better than at the LHC�
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Figure ����� Comparison of the sensitivity on anomalous trilinear couplings of the
electroweak gauge bosons at various colliders� Ref�������

Non�perturbative interactions of W�Z bosons at a scale of � � TeV can be studied
better at the LC in the high energy phase than at the LHC� The LHC is superior
for the search of multi�TeV resonances� In e�e� collisions the W�Z bosons can be
reconstructed from jet decays� while the jetty background at LHC allows only to trace
back WW pairs from mixed hadronic�leptonic decays� involving undetectable neutri�
nos� The low�energy LC phase� i�e�

p
s much below � TeV� is however not suited to

investigate these e�ects� which are expected to set in only in the TeV regime�

Extending the gauge symmetries to non�standard scenarios� the high energy at the
LHC is of great advantage in the search for new neutral and charged vector bosons�
Particles with masses up to � � TeV can be observed directly and their couplings can
be investigated for masses up to a few TeV� e�e� colliders can then help to evaluate the
couplings of the neutral vector bosons through virtual e�ects on the production of SM
particles� extending the diagnostics to the mass range beyond the limit of the LHC� In
the second phase of the e�e� colliders these virtual e�ects can open a window to vector
boson masses of more than �� TeV� which are not accessible any more in the direct
search at LHC� While novel quarks can be discovered at LHC with very high masses�
the discovery of novel leptons predicted in theories with extended gauge symmetries
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�and the detailed investigation of their properties� is easy at e�e� colliders if the c�m�
energy is su cient to produce them pairwise� or if the mixing angles are large enough
for single production in association with SM leptons�

c� The SM Higgs Boson

If the SM Higgs boson is realized in Nature� it can be discovered at the LHC in the re�
gion above LEP
� including a �rm overlap of the two machines� up to the canonical up�
per limit of MH � �� GeV� In the theoretically preferred intermediate mass range be�
low the ZZ decay threshold� the experimental search is di cult� It has not been worked
out yet in detail which of the particle properties� in particular the Higgs couplings� can
be determined with good accuracy� The couplings to W�Z bosons are accessible in se�
lected regions of the mass parameter either through the width H � WW�ZZ for heavy
Higgs bosons or in the production channels through Higgs�strahlung pp� W � WH
for light Higgs bosons of order ��� GeV� The Higgs coupling to top quarks deter�
mines the production cross section in gluon fusion gg � H through a top�loop e�ect�
or it may be measured in Higgs bremsstrahlung pp � t�tH for light masses� While
the branching ratio to the b quarks is accessible in a limited Higgs mass range� it is
presently not known how the couplings to c� � fermions can be measured� nor whether
the self�couplings of the particle can be determined�

At e�e� colliders� the SM Higgs boson can be detected up to a mass of about ��"
of the total energy� The signature is very clear and the background almost negligible so
that the properties of the Higgs boson can easily be reconstructed� in particular in the
preferred intermediate mass region� This will enable us to determine a large ensemble
of Higgs couplings to other particles� in particular to the massive gauge bosons W�Z
and the fermions b� c� � � The Higgs coupling to top quarks� which may be a key element
in the sector of electroweak symmetry breaking� can be measured by several methods�
including the e�ect on the �t�t� production cross section near the threshold and the
bremsstrahlung of light Higgs particles o� top quarks� At high e�e� energies the
trilinear self�coupling of the Higgs boson can be measured� hence� essential ingredients
of the Higgs mechanism associated with the spontaneous breaking of the electroweak
symmetries can be established experimentally at e�e� linear colliders�

d� Supersymmetry

Apart from the Higgs sector� supersymmetric theories de�ne an important set of exper�
imental benchmarks for new accelerators ����� Even assuming that this symmetry is
realized in Nature� it cannot be anticipated that the LHC and e�e� linear colliders will
be the �rst to discover supersymmetric particles� some of these novel matter particles
could be discovered at machines operated at the present time� LEP
 and the Tevatron�
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Even so� it would be extremely unlikely that the entire spectrum of supersymmetric
particles could be explored in these existing facilities and that their properties could
be determined with su cient accuracy�

�i� SUSY Higgs Sector� It has been established in detailed experimental simula�
tions that at least one of the Higgs particles in the SUSY spectrum could be discovered
at the LHC� It has been assumed� however� in these analyses that the Higgs particles
decay only into SM particles� The general consequences of decays to SUSY particles�
partly invisible� have not yet been studied experimentally� A problem arises from
the di culties of establishing the heavy neutral Higgs bosons� above the top thresh�
old� in the interesting parameter range of small to moderate tan �� see lower part of
Fig ����� This is a problem for most of the Higgs mass estimates in supergravity in�
spired parametrizations� The detection of charged Higgs bosons is guaranteed� at this
point� only in top decays� restricting the mass range accessible for this particle to rather
low values� Thus� there are large areas in the SUSY Higgs parameter space where the
ensemble of individual Higgs particles are not accessible in toto at the same time�

The rules for discovering and detecting SUSY Higgs particles in e�e� colliders are
very clear� The lightest of the neutral Higgs bosons can be discovered in any e�e�

collider operating at an energy above 
������ GeV� A no�lose theorem guarantees
that this applies also to SUSY realizations beyond the minimal extension� Heavy
Higgs bosons are preferentially produced pairwise in e�e� collisions� e�e� � HA and
H�H�� so that they can be studied with masses up to the beam energy� Thus� Higgs
particles with masses up to �� TeV can be covered in the high energy phase of the
collider� The properties of the particles can be determined as accurately as in the
Standard Model�

�ii� Supersymmetric Particles� Since the mass scale of low�energy supersymmetry
is restricted to order � TeV� the LHC will either �nd signals of supersymmetry or
rule out low�energy supersymmetry� In this collider� squarks and gluinos can be de�
tected with masses up to about ��� to 
 TeV ��
�� e�e� linear colliders can provide
the necessary complementary information in the sector of non�colored supersymmetric
particles� These particles are anticipated to be relatively light� in particular the lowest
chargino�neutralino states�

The analysis of supersymmetric particles at the LHC can be divided into two cate�
gories� First� the gross features of supersymmetric phenomena� such as missing trans�
verse energy� dileptons etc�� will be measured� These measurements will allow us to
determine the typical mass scale of colored supersymmetric particles� Second� if in
speci�c scenarios cascade decays with favorable branching ratios can be exploited� a
remarkably high precision can be reached in determining mass di�erences between su�
persymmetric particles at the LHC ��
�� For example� from the analysis of the decay
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Figure ����� Top� The regions in the �MA� tan �� MSSM parameter space in which
the lightest CP�even Higgs boson h� can be covered at LEP� �Higgs�strahlung and
associated production for ���pb� at

p
s � ��� GeV	 and at LHC ��� decay channel in

direct production and associated Wh� tth production for �����pb� and �����pb�� bb
decay channel in associated Wh� tth production for �� ���pb�� and H � hh� bb��
decay channel for � � ���pb�	� The accessible regions of the parameter space are
indicated by the hatchings� Parameters� Mt � ���GeV� A � �� j�j � Ms � � TeV�
but the masses of all supersymmetric particles are set to � TeV� Bottom� The same
for the heavy scalar� pseudoscalar and charged Higgs bosons� Adopted from Ref������ �
courtesy of D� Froidevaux and E� Richter�W"as� see also Ref�������

chain 'g � 'b� '��� � '�� in 1LHC Point �2 of the study Ref������ the mass di�erence
m�'���� � m�'��� can be measured within ��� MeV� and m�'g� � m�'b� within 
 GeV
accuracy� In a similar way� the masses of other squarks can be determined within a
few percent� The corresponding observation and high�precision analysis of the heav�
ier charginos and neutralinos has not yet been demonstrated� The situation in the
scalar slepton sector is similar� If the rates are large enough to generate signals of
sleptons� their properties can be determined in some points of the SUSY parameter
space� Nevertheless� assuming that the soft SUSY�breaking parameters are universal
as realized in supergravity models� the information that can be gathered at the LHC�
allows overconstrained �ts to be performed� They can be exploited to test the under�
lying assumptions� If the �ts are satisfactory� they generate the entire set of the basic
supergravity parameters with an accuracy at the percent level and� as a result� the
properties of the unobserved particles can be predicted�

This experimental scenario at the LHC is easy to compare with the scenario at
e�e� colliders� c�f� Fig������ While the discovery limits at the LHC can be extended
to values above � TeV� the experiments at the e�e� machines provide high�precision
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Figure ����� Upper part� Mass values of the supersymmetric particles for two repre�
sentative sets of supergravity parameters �Points � and �� compatible with cosmology
constraints� of the LHCC study Ref������� Point � is identical to Point B in Table������
Lower part� The potential for the discovery and the diagnostics of supersymmetric par�
ticles at the LHC� squares� and e�e� linear colliders with

p
s � ��� GeV� full circles�p

s � � TeV� stars� � � TeV� open circles� The parameters correspond to the �ve
supergravity points in the LHCC study� From Ref������ and this report� �By raising
the energies from ��� GeV to � TeV in the �rst phase� and from ��� TeV to � TeV in
the second phase� the LC discovery potential is increased signi�cantly for the parameter
points chosen in these examples��
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information on all the supersymmetric particles which are kinematically accessible� in
the high energy range for masses up to �� TeV� In particular� the analysis of the color�
neutral states� charginos�neutralinos and sleptons which are generally �much� lighter
than the colored states� can be carried out with high accuracy� independently of speci�c
assumptions and solely based on kinematics� Masses� for instance� can be measured by
exploiting threshold e�ects or simple decay kinematics� Even such subtle properties
as the mixing of states can be analyzed thoroughly in polarization experiments� Thus�
a systematic and high�precision study can be performed which will resolve the com�
plexities of the supersymmetric phenomena� In this way� the complete supersymmetry
scenario can be reconstructed up to the kinematical limit in a comprehensive form and
the structure of the underlying microscopic theory can be uncovered�

Summa Summarum

The great potential of the LHC is the high energy at which the machine will operate
from the beginning� The great advantage of e�e� colliders is the high precision in
experimental analyses which� free of any assumptions� allows coverage of the physics
domain kinematically accessible �nally in a conclusive way� By comparing the spe�
ci�c scenarios described above� it is apparent that the rich structures expected at the
O �TeV� energy scale� cannot be uncovered in total by hadron machines� However�
the combined analyses at the LHC and e�e� colliders can provide us with a coherent
picture of this domain without any gaps� Under these circumstances we will eventually
be able to reach reliable conclusions on the laws of Nature near the Planck scale�

���� Appendix � Event Generators

Event generators are computer codes that describe the interactions of elementary parti�
cles and produce output similar in style to the information in real experimental events�
This output can be used as input for realistic detector simulation programs� to allow re�
liable quantitative predictions for the response of a detector to events of various kinds�
In generators the stochastic nature of quantum mechanics is simulated by random
numbers� Therefore� generators give a quantitative description� not only of average
properties� but also of the �uctuations around the mean�

Starting from theoretical calculations in the framework of the standard model or
from models for physics beyond the standard model� complemented by models for non�
perturbative QCD aspects� a detailed picture can be built of the expected properties
of event classes� Generators have several applications�
�i� In the development and optimization of a detector design� the feasibility to study
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key physics processes can be veri�ed� �ii� For the data analysis� strategies can be tried
out that should allow an optimal separation between signal and background processes�
and give access to the interesting variables�
�iii� The e�ects of detector acceptance and resolution on measured data samples� as
well as those of selection cuts� can be compensated�
Therefore it is important to ensure that reliable generators are available for all aspects
of linear collider physics�

Progress in this direction are documented in previous workshops �� ��� A major
e�ort was made for the ���� LEP 
 workshop ����� where programs were developed
and put to stringent tests� Many of these programs can be used at higher e�e� ener�
gies as well� Further evolution and studies have taken place within the context of this
workshop� The situation therefore is satisfactory for most processes currently envis�
aged� The generators provide the basis for many of the quantitative results presented
in the present report�

In keeping with current information dissemination standards� we have created a
directory of relevant generators on the web� address

http���thep�lu�se�tf��staff�torbjorn�LCphysgen�html

This page contains links to roughly �� di�erent generators� arranged by topic� Usually
the linked pages contain further subdivisions� program codes� manuals� sample main
programs� etc�

The generators can be grouped into a few classes�

�i� General�purpose generators attempt to provide approximate descriptions of
many di�erent processes� historically they are also the ones that contain models for
the non�perturbative QCD hadronization aspects� These hadronization modules are
also utilized by dedicated codes� that describe classes of processes at a higher level of
precision than is practical for general�purpose generators�

�ii� Standard model processes involving the intermediate bosons W� and Z� can
be calculated precisely with little theoretical uncertainty� Many generators for these
processes are available� Complete calculations of four�fermion production� including
all quantum mechanical interference e�ects and the leading radiative corrections� are
now state of the art� This precise description of the standard model processes sets the
stage for the search for physics beyond the standard model� New channels will open
at linear colliders� but the agreement among di�erent calculational approaches shows
that the methods are well understood� In fact� generators for six�fermion production
at linear colliders are already available� Such calculations also provide the irreducible
background for Higgs and top production� which are detected experimentally as many�
fermion �nal states� Nevertheless� more work is still needed in some other areas� like
four�fermion production from �� initial states�

�iii� Dedicated top and QCD generators� The former put special emphasis on the
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description of the top threshold region� This area would bene�t from the existence
of an independent generator to cross�check the results of the existing one� The class
of QCD generators is rather well under control� with some exceptions resulting from
the well�known uncertainties inherent in non�perturbative QCD� Progress is still being
made for next�to next�to leading order generators�

�iv� Higgs generators� where again several programs exist� A new program has been
made available that includes loop corrections to partial decay widths�

�v� Non�standard gauge theories generators currently means leptoquark programs�
but this area is open�ended�

�vi� Supersymmetry generators contain several programs that each cover many of
the possible processes�

�vii� �� and e� QCD generators have undergone a rapid evolution during the last
few years� but the area contains several not yet well understood physics aspects and
therefore still is more primitive than others� Further progress is being driven by the
HERA and LEP 
 experimental programs�

�viii� Bhabha generators have been developed to very high precision for LEP ��
and can generally been taken over without much further work�

A novel phenomenon at linear colliders is the existence of strong beam�beam inter�
actions �beamstrahlung�� that result in non�trivial e��� energy spectra� Event genera�
tors need these spectra as input for realistic simulations and estimation of the expected
experimental sensitivities� Microscopic simulations of the beam�beam interactions are
available in programs such as Guinea�Pig ����� but these programs are not well suited
for event generation� To support controlled and reproducible physics simulations� the
Circe program has been written ����� wherein a database of parametrized spectra
from current and future machine design studies is available in a user�friendly form�
Circe has been used for many of the studies presented elsewhere in these proceedings�
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